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Murray High Captures
Honors In Drama Fest
casts did do superior work and now the
LEX1NGTON-Murray _High 4chool
whole community can take pride in this
captured six top honors last weekend to
state championship."
come away winners in the senior
Students agreed that "-P,therton
1"kiefiVision and .state Champions in the
himself is worthy of praise for selection
junior division of the Kentucky High
of material, casting of the plays and the
School Speech ' League State Drama
direction he gave them. Jtidges cited
Festival.
that "the performers were well trained
Twenty schools from eight regions
in projection and diction," that the
participated in the one-act play compacing and tempo of the scenes was
petition that was preceded by regional
excellent and "the use of the actors
elimination tournaments a few weeks
playing space was very well used:: All
ago. Dr. Gifford Blyton, director of the
judges commented on the teamwork ot
Speech League, said, "The students
here represent the best from their , the actors that a director strives for.
One of the judges in the state comregion and at this festival we recognize
petition, Dr. David Haler, Director of
the most outstanding of those per.
Theatre ta Transylvania University,
formances. It is an honor to be invited
examined "The Children's Hour in his
to this festival and a high honor to be
doctoral dissertation. Even he rated the
selected as state champions."
play superior saying "all the actors had
The junior Division production of
a good grasp of their charactert and the
Thornton Wilder's "Infancy" book all of
situation."
the top honors including best play. The
entire slate of judges rated the play
"superior in all respects." Others
singled out for their performances were
freshmen Kayne Beasley, best actress
in the state, and Richard Simon, best
actor in the state. Mark Austin, Murray
Middle eight grader, was chosen as one
of the five actors in the all state cast.
Other students in the cast of
WASHINGTON (AP)- Amid initial
'Infancy" were Michelle Harris, who
indications that few miners are
earned best actress on the regional
return4ngla work-ender a eourt-erdery
--levet-and-Mary
coarind ry and union negotiators say
"The Chilifren's Hour by Lillian
they still face some hard bargaining beHellman was the senior division entry
fore
they can forge a settlement that
from Murray High. It traveled to the
could end the miners' 98-day strike.
state competition after three superior
The Carter administration was
ratings, the best play award, the best
'hoping enough miners would obey a a
'.performance awards for freshman
Laura Shinners -and- junior -Greg Sch- federal judge's back-to-work order,
issued under the Taft-Hartley Act, that
maltz on the regional level. Last
takes
full effect today to ease the plight
the
in
place
Saturday it took second
of coal-short regions.
overall competition and Donna Bailey,
But early reports from the coalfields
senior, was named to the all state cast.
indicated
that not enough union
The cast of "The Children's Hour"
members were showing up for today's
.von
I
LVIii
Burke.
RObvn
also included
first two shifts for' production to
Kim Alley and Debbie Geurin.
Mark Etherton, directly of speech resume. There were no reports of vioactivities at Murray High and director lence and only isolated cases of
picketing,'which is specifically banned
Of both productions was pleased with
the outCome: "We were up against by the court order.
The union has predicted that the
some very strong performances. Both

Overdue Book
Returning Procedure

Criticisms of "Infancy" were
favorable from other judges. Reason
for a superior rating include; "the
actors appeared'mature and well in
control of the work;" and "basically a
good, solid job of a difficult play."
The festival was held on - the
University of Kentucky campus in
Lexington, March 10 and 11 in the
Guignol and Laboratory Theatree. The
regional tournament for individual
events will be held at Murray State
University on March 24 and 25. These
receiving Superior rating there will be
eligible to attend the state competition
in Lexington April 7-9.
"The resultssif this last weekend are
an incentive to other members of the
Murray High Speech team and now
schools frofti all over the state will have
an eye on us._ We'll be ready," Etherton
said.

Hard Bargaining Due
For Coal Negotiators
back-to-work order would be widely
ignored by the 160,000'striking miners.
Mean-whila,-.-industry-sand union
bargainers said they are continuing to
make some progress after a weekend of
talks, but aren't on the verge of a negotiation breakthrough.
"We're getting down to the- brass
tacks ..„to the hard issues," Nicholas T.
Camicia, chief industry bargainer, said
Sunday as he left the hotel where the
weekend talks were held. He said he
was encouraged but added, "We still
have a -lot of work to do."
Hopesfor a swiftsettlernent in the 14week-ol4 walkout faded as the two sides
recessed_ general_ talks after a brief
Sunday session so that small poups of
lower-ranking negotiators could work
See COAL TALKS,
Page 14,Column 2

ON TO STATE - Murray-High School cheerleaders are pictured after
winning_regionalsompetilista. in Rep and organized spirit Saturday At
—CalrOway County High. The squad now advances to state competition
along with 31 other squads during state tournament this weekend. Pictured
are Jenny Francis and Amanda Holt on the front row, Mary Smock and
DeAnn Thornton on the second row, Jill Austin, in the middle, Julie
Billington and Becky West on the third row and Carrie Crass, in the rear.
Sharon Downey, regional sponsor of the year, wasn't available for the picture. Reidland High was runner up in the competition and Calloway County High came in third.

Lebanon Strongholds
Brace For Israeli Attack
JERUSALEM AP) - Palestinian
strongholds in southern Lebanon are
considered likely targets of Israeli
attacks in retaliation for the weekend
Arab terrorist raid in which the Israeli
government said 36 of its citizens were
killed, 72 were wounded and all 11
raiders were killed or captured.
"Those who kill Jews in our time
cannot enjoy impunity," said Prime
Minister Menachem Begin, who vowed

Fire Department
Extinguishes
ExplosionBlaze

DRAMA FESTIVAL WINNERS-Students who won,top honors in the senior division and who are state champions
in the junior division of the Kentucky High School Speech League State Drama Festival at Lexington are pictured. Sitting in the front rbw (from left is Laura Shinner, Robyn Burke, Michelle Harris, Mark Austin, Kayne Beasley and
Richard Simon. Standing on the back row (from left) is Donna Bailey, Kim Alley, Lysa Lyon, Greg Schmaltz and director Mark Etherton. Mary litna and Debbie Geurin weren't available fo'r the picture. '

Murray Fire Department personnel
extinguished a' fire with boosters at
Smith's Cleanup Shop about 10:14 a. m.
Sunday, according to a department
spokesman.
The spokesman said the fire apparently started while someone was
cutting a drum with a welding torch,
igniting the drum and causing it to
explode.
The spokesman said a worker at the
shop, Dan Roberts, was injured and
was taken to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital with a possible fractured arm.
Four trucks and nine regular
Firefighters, 11 off duty-personnel and
four volunteers fought the blaze.

Over 1,000 Bills Remain

Week Remains In '78 Legislative Session
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The 1978
General Assembly has just six days in
which to complete action on more than
1,000 bills and 187 resolutions.
Much of the legislation introduced
this session' will never receive committee consideration, so legislators this
week will focus on lallls that have made
it through at least one chamber or those
which are considered important by the
administration of Gov. Julian Carroll.
The Senate was to convene at 9 a.m.
today and was expected to recess
during the day to hold committee
meetings to report bills to the floor. The
House was to convene at 2 p.m.
Attempts will be made to salvage

frankfort
roundup

one chamber or the other.
It works the other way too.
porters of a resolution to rescind
Kentucky's approval of the Equal

Rights Amendment, for example, have
failed in several attempts to get the
measure to the Senate floor for a vote
They._say. they believe their failure
received setbacks when they were sent\ stems from the governor's wish that tl-le
back to committee for further study. Nineasure remain stalled in committee
Both bills have passed one chamber
and efforts are expected this week to
dislodge them from committees to
force final floor votes.

Arrther attempt may be made th:s
week to try to extract the measure
Anti-airlion forces succeeded last
week where anti-ERA forces failed and
managed to g a resolution out of
committee calling _A...Convention to
consider a right-to-li amendment to
the U.S. Constitution. N

At this late date, recommitting a bill
generally means it's dead. However,
legislation can be resuscitated occasionally, particularlyjf the administration is interested in a bill.
.
That measure, along with thlkT other
saome major .bills which ran into
problems Frlaay.
"Wrif, they resurrect the dead,", me anti-abortion measures, was posted'for
le legalize" Laetrtle,--the. -4egfigliztor -Said lakireell Tegrrffieto
e"et""silltirlitica "(lat.
purpot ed cancer drug, vd,to,grant , the administretiokA,ability to reviy.e ., Intense lobbying is expected
--za- pili05 thia have been killed by 'iiilioVe fliii'&
- iiitiendinenti to i Flotie
fifichirT collective bargaining..rig
..

Concern for the return cegferdue
books...to._the.gallOway__Gounty_P11121 _
Library has resulted in a plan to. make
patrons more aware of the problem, a
library spokesman said.
In the past patrons have been notified
either by phone or by postcard when
their books are one week past due, then
the same procedure is followed when
the materials are one month overdue,
the sgeltesmn,said. "Because a great
number of books are not being returned
_ --even after eiro-notices, a more-severe • plan will follow," the spokesman said.
"A letter stating that you have failed
to respond to our request for the return
of public library property and,a listing
of the overdue books will be mailed to
the patron," the spokesman explained.
"If the books are not returned within a
48-hour period, the names of people
with delinquent material will be turned
over. to the county officials who. will
make the final decision on collecting
and court costs," the spokesman said-.
The library facility does have a book
depository which is open 24-hours a day
where books may be returned at any
time. Library-hours are at present 9:00
a. m. to 6:00 p. m., daily, Monday
through Saturday.
-Persons are asked to cooperate by
returning their books when they are due
or by calling in to renew them," the
library spokesman said.

bill making major changes in the
states wfyrionen's compensation law.
The Senate's amendments,altered a
committee substitute measure which
had been a compromise between labor,
industry and the governor.
Also, a major administration bill
setting up a new Department of
Housing, Buildings and Construction
and establishing a statewide building
code was to come back up for a vote
today irt the Senate.
The measure was delayed because of
confusion surrounding a controversial
amendment that the Senate approved
before passing the bill.
The amendment would have
exempted all single family Awellings
from the statewide building code except
• those sold under a brand name. The
Senate later agreed to reconsider the
amendment so' that the decision for
sect_tegeroptions.wpul4tit to local
governments. However', the upper
chaniber_thensut.off consideration of
the nest amendment.

Reportsse
For Parks
.
Board Session
A number of special reports are
slated when Murray-Calloway County
.Parks Board meets Tuesday, March 14
4
at 7:30-p.tri7"
According to the agenda for the
meeting, parks board members- are
slated to hear reports from the construction committee an lenetng
Murray City Park, a report on the
status of the freight depot, a forest
survey report and a program cornifulteeTeOart. - Board members are also slated to
consider a Boy Scout request for a day
camp in the park complex. The meeting
will be in Calloway County Courthouse

Israel "will eliminate this -threat".of
terrorism.
Begin met with his Cabinet today to
launch an inquiry into how the
guerrillas, in two rubber boats, were
able to pierce Israel's coastal defenses
and terrorize the main Tel Aviv Haifa
highway, and why it took security
forces almost an hour to stop a bus
hijacked by the raiders.
More of the dead were buried today.
"The relative quiet that has prevailed
in the recent past created an illusion of
tranquility," Parliament member
Haim Corfu said in the eulogy at.one of
Murray Independent Board of
the services. "This despicable murder
Education has called a special meeting
has brought us back to the ground of
--Tuesday, March 14, at noon--in the
reallty."administrative office building in
Israel
newspapers
claimed
Beirut
Murray.
was massing troops and armor along
According to a school board agenda,
much of its 60-mile frontier with
business during the special session will
See ISRAELI,
include:
Page 14, Column 2
- Consideration of mechanical bids
for cooling;
- Insurance coverage of buildings
durihg renovatiOn program.
- Possible calendar revision; and
- Consideration of the board to
participate in Title IV C and B
programs for 1978-1979 school year.

Murray School Board

Calls Special Session;

4 Agenda Items

Arrests Are Pending
In Murray Burglary

Arrests are pending in connection
with an aborted burglary attempt at
Tucker Television on Coldwater Road
Saturday about 2:15 a. m.
According to a spokesman for
Murray Police Department, city police
were expected to make arrests today in
connection with the case.
The police spokesman said a burglar
or burglars were apparently scared off
while attempting to carry away merchandise from the business early
Saturday morning.

Fiscal Court
To Meet Tuesday
Calloway County Fiscal Court -is
expected to met Tuesday, March.14, at
1 p.m. for a regular monthly session
The meeting will be conducted in the
chambers of Calloway County JudgeExecutive Robert O. Miller, Fiscal
Court meetings are open to the general
public.
•

inside today
One Section -14 Pages
Baseball? Right. Murray State University Breds
baseball team is currently playing a series of road games
in Hawaii. You can read about their trip in today's sports
section, see Page 9.

cloudy today
Cloudy today with a slight
chance of rainshowers by late
afternoon. Highs in the mid and
upper 50s. Rainshowers continuing tonight and Tuesday with a
few thundershowers possible this
evening, Lows tonight from the
upper 30s le' low 40s. Highs
Tuesday trollithe upper 40s to
low 50s.
Probabfiities of precipitation 20
Pereentioday,89-eirtsfite1natght-v7--and 60 percent Tuesday.
da*

today's index
Classifieds
Crosswords
Comics
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals
Farm Pages
Horoscope
Let's Stay Well
Local Scene
Opinion Page

12, 13
14
12
3
14
• 6,8
2
3
•
2,3
• 4
-
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arden Path:

Your Individual
Horoscope

*F:S' CALENDAR
Monday, March 13
Gieele
v
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women is
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m.

Nutritious Diet Called
Best Hair Treatment
By VIVIAN BROWN

Frances Drake

Tuesday, March 14
Homemakers Clubs 1114H
meet hs follows: New
Providence with Rita Burton,
Countryside It Colonial HOu.441
Smorgasbord at ten a.m.;
'Paris Road and Coldwater at
places and time to to be anrlounced.
'
The Young Farmerettes will
meet at
the
Murray
Vocational Center at 7:30 p.m.
with Attorney Max Parker as
speaker. -

Ti,. Assoclated Press

Hair falling out)
FOR TUESDAY,MARCH 14, 1171
•
An numt of
5 — aspirin taken every
wrist iimr 01 aay wm SCORPIO
'night, amphetamines, the "pill," cortisone, anticoagulation
• M
.
(
.
440
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. =) Rotor
or diet pills - could be the likely cause.
the stars say, read the forecast
Even if balked in a certain
•-•
Nothing you rub on your scalp will bring the hair back.
given for your birth Sign.
41,2
plan, don't let yourself be
4r•T\
in most cases, advises Dr. Jonathan Zizmor, author of "Supushed into a corner. Have
By MRS. W.P. WILLIAMS
per Hair." Your hair must be fed from within by good
alternatives ready. You are
ARIES
; nutrients,
good
at
to
Apr.
(
improvisation.
Mar.
20)
21
griA
' Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
"Hair follicles are among the most rapidly metabolizExcellent planetary in- SAGITTARIUS
It is strange hovliii Is.'
chervil, but it seems it is a
Methodist
ing organs in the human body. Deprive your body of essenfluences Indications are that (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) MVP.
things can bring about such a
kind of-parslef with finely eut the First United
tial proteins and calories,dueto_an unbalanced and insuffiYour morale should get a
something very pleasant is
difference in at
and
leaves and a distinctive taste 'Church Women will meet at
cient diet and the follicles will not produce good keratin,"
boost
class
now.
senior
Some
new
the
about
p.m.
to
happen.
in
light
You
is
should
seven
be
thought I was feeling as if the
when used as a seasoning to a
he points out. Keratin, the substance that constitutes hair,
in fine spirits now, inspired an shed on old problems and you
room of the church.
snow would never- end and
number of dishes
is pure protein.
find more persons responding to
fronts.
all
spring
was a king, long
that
your efforts. A brighter outlook
English peas are already in
TAURUS
-ninent of the
Sigma Depa
way off, when I looked out the
In addition to the 100,000 follicles on the normal head,
indicated.
the ground, and aiOther
IFARr. 21 to.,May 21)
Murray Woman's Club will
„window and noticed the tips of
Withluxuriant hair.have betterliair genetically, but
-CAPRICORN
_
MA.
pursaui blow_ pluniedAevt,
• Don't split hairs when it (Dec. 22
(very-hi/le can be done to alter genetic Makeup. The essenI-daffndils-stickiiig Up oil( of the
to Jan. 20)
peas last week. So you see meet at the clubtouse at,7 3O
comes
to
making
important
Group
of-First
Baptist
vial quality of hair is predetermined by genes - yqu, can
-snow. And -I thought it those
p.m. Names for new members.
anobl
pr eas
em
y.soma
lutiyon otly
a
folks are getting ready für
Church' Women will meet as moves or decisions. Neftifer
tinly improve it cosmetically by Conditioning and so on.
complex
tiny little bulbs could not mil)
will be tabled.
diversify
your
activities
that
spring I think when it does
Many common hair problems may be self-induced,
follows: Janelle Doyle in -you
compound
complications.
exist in ueli wvoiliei conaccomplish tellingly in Face up to the
come it will eonie -with a
says Zrzmor. •
it, tackle it as you
church
parlor
at
9:30
a.m.,
II
ditions, but grow and -do
at
meet
none.
will
Inc.,
Recovery,
bang, all at once, and we will For example, dryness can result from too much blowshould, and there'll be no sorry
Mrs. 0. C. Wells at ten
their thing," thei surely I
be so busy doing things, we .the Health Center, North with
drying, sun exposure, pertnanent4Yes. not..eaougli brush- ,GEMINI
aftermath.
could wait a few n e weeks
Seventh and Olive Streets, a.m., and Ifj with Mrs. Mina
9
.: AQUARIUS
ing. And there are other problems also:
I May 22 to June 21) 11611
will forget all this unfor warm and sui
da)N
Waters at two p.m.
You could launch a new (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
• Fragility - The cuticle may be eroded.
Murray, at seven p.m.
pleasantness.
it gave pie a rea
fo sec
,,venture now if you have given it . Yoirmay have to look "behind
• Dullness - Faded color- and- lack of sheen from
The main thing is to be
. the tips.su greeik. against the
Group of Christian Women's careful thought. A fine day for the scenes" for the answer
dryness and overexposure to strong chemicals.
ready for IC Decide what and
Bethany Sunday School
snow- as it they-weeenI fazed
Fellowship of First Christian -promoting, advertising your you're -seeking')-Some-are not'
-OnernajorealiSentaVbebVertreattien/
Plapt
Where 'YouClass
of
First
Baptist
Church
wares; in general,
telling
a bit and were going merrily
with dyes and bleaches- all chemical treatments inevitaAccumulate all the necessary will have a supper at the Church will meet as follows: I the better things. to press on to though all they know but, even
bly
they
may
damage cuticles: •
on their vay
be highly
supplies, such as seed and --fellowship hall of the church at with Mrs. Woodfin Hutson at
motivated, you SHOULD know
• Oiliness - Glands attached to hair follicles secrete
Then 'I v.-allied that all
ten. a.m. with program by CANCER
fertilizer and mulch and you six,p.m.
the whole story.
too much oil as a result of hormonal makeup.
around us 'arc- evidences- of. . .
and lv (June 22 to July 23)
can dive right in -to 'The
,PISCES
bettei days_ Already I have. planting season without any
with
Felk--20 -to Mar. 20) X
Zisnier,thiefefdermatology atSt. Vincent's Hospital'
American Legion Post No.. with Mrs. Steve-Shaw-at 7:30 well-planned design. k
heard of those who say they
Mixed influences. Some
lost- motion.
in New Yock City, believes that proper hair brushing will have a dinner at the p.m. with program by' Mrs. and-see" attitude could only things you took
have seen the geese starting
for granted are
, MeantS.hile, remember the
letting the head hang between the knees and brushing
stifle enthusiasm on this
legion hall at 6:30 p.m. with David Roos.
on their northward journey.
_
apt to be otherwise but, through
from back of head forward -can improve appearances of
birds. There still is nut lunch
somewhat
problematic
day.
Days are gettnig longer It it
the good offices of an interested
hair as scalp oils are distributed. It is bad to brush hair
for them to eat. Soon it will be hamhocks and white beans to
Murray Star Chapter no. 433 LEO
no longer dark when I awake
friend, yciu can obtain a desired
from front to back in front of a mirror, he says.
nesting time and they will be be furnished and others to Order of the Eastern Star will (July 24 to Aug. 23)
goal.
in the morning. So wh) do Ne as busy
A lot of what we do to our hair on a daily basis can
as we are. Don't bring cole slaw, scalloped meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge*
You should be able to move
fret. A (heti(' has offered
make it look dreary, he indicates'.
forget to save the lint from potatoes, and desserts.
ahead
more
optirikaticaBy now.
YOU BORN TODAY are
hall.
sonic little plants of basil. your dryer
For example, blow dryers can induce excess drying,
Ti(' it in biniebeS
Involventent with someone who blessed
with a
lively
which makes hair dull.and brittle, he points out. The drychervil and parsley and ming) to, the branch of a tree and
Monday,March 13
has been draining yolur imagination, a fine intellect and
, Circles of First United
ers should be selected with care and not used on a daily
they arc large enough, I will they will
.Nrothy Moore Circle of Methodist Church Women will
resources lately seenis to lbe an unusual sensitivity to the
use ever) bit of it to
basis, only occasionally.
plant as a bordei at in) line their nests It
ending.
needs of your fellowmen. You
is so soft First Presbyterian Church meet as follows: Alice Waters
"If your hairstyle depends on its use, give up the
Howe' beds Nothing
m.
00
p.
are
meet
at
extremely
will
Women
patient when
and -downy and it will be fun
hairstYle..," he advises.
and Bessie Tucker at 9:30 VIRGO
prettier or grecial than a Fos
carrying
out long and difficult
at a place to beannounced.
to watch them carry it off.
a.m. at the church, and Faith (Aug. 24 to Sept 23)
of pars1c) with its curl)
Launching into uncharted tasks; are exceptionally verthe
unall
forget
Doran
Let's
at
two
p.m.
in the social seas may take you further
leaves. And it I have .a
than satile and have a great love of
Monthly aiding party of the
pleasantness of cold and ice
hall of the church.
bumper crop. 1'11 1 reeze sonic
expected, into waters too 'deep beauty. Under all these cirChurch
will
of
be
Christ
at
the
Tuesday!!
and snow and look -forward
of the leaves to use during
for comfort. Check before going cumstances, you have' less
Wednesday, March 15
local
with
roller
skating
rink
confidence
in
mime
yourself
to
than
you
delight
with
Rite
Bargain
wintei
beyond your depth.
Bowling night of the Tau Phi
for grades through six from
should. Give yourself a pep talk
springtime pleasure
ha's. oc‘,,,, had an
Theatres
These
At
LIBRA
occasionally. After all, the
six to eight p.m. and grades Lambda Sorority of WOW will
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Piscean can accompliah
be at Corvette Lanes at seven
seven and up from eight to
Distant interests take the anything to which he really tete
p.m.
spotlight. You may now be able his mind. Birthdate of: Johann
Cl•air
to take a trip that was poltz Strantir,---cornposer; Albert
Wadesboro
Homemikers
poned or you may hear some Einstein, physicist, Rita
Tuesday, March 14
Ce.a
Club will meet at the home of .excellent news from afar.
rigush
actress.
-ham,
.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
Mrs. David Palmer at 1:30
••••• .•
Meet at the Dexter Center at p.m.
Local .-Igent ,Sa - - .
9:30 a.m.
Women of St. John's
Episcopal Church will meet at
vi will be open(rnm
Ellis
the horne-ofPat-Harcount, 1710
Cheryl Rowland, 21, of Society of Pershing Rifles, ten, a.m. to three pin. for Magnolia. at 7:30 p.m
Lewes, has been named Ideal former member of the MSU activitieg by the Murray
Nursing Student in Kentucky color guard and a member of Senior Citizens. Call 753-0929
For.Prograrn Information, Please Call 753-3314
for 1978 by the Kentucky KANS and the National for information.
J. N. Williams Chapter of
Association
of
Nursing Student Nursing Association.
the United Daughters of the
i-She Is a pledge of Alpha Phi Muway TOPS (take off Confederacy will meet at the
Students KANS).
Erom The Desk Of
designers are using vegetable ICAAIDAPA II
-Howland isaaenior nursing Social h.-eternity, member of pounds sensibly) club will home-ofMrs. Fred Gingles at
-Jean W. Clear
dye---tones: beet --red, sweet _ lAaiCheanui
major at Murray State Army ROTC for three years meet at seven p.m. at. the,
County Extension Agent
potato rust-, zucchini, kale
Ends Tues.
University. She is the and a Medical Specialist in the Health Center.
For Home Economics
green, eggplant, and potato
NO PASSES NO BARGAIN NITE
daughter of Homer Rowland, United States Army Reserves.
SOFT! SOFT! SOFT!
and
Annual
-party
--card
skin
brown.
Fruit
shades
Tuesday, -March 14
Rowland attended Lowes
of Route 8, Mayfield.
The
key
spring
'78
word
for
include
grape,
plum,
County luncheon by the Garden
Murray-Calloway
The honor is based on High School and will graduate
is SOFT! The silhouette blueberry, and raspberry. The
Department of the Murray
Suet liewswils Amide iteleasow
Freed-Hardeman
College
grades, professionalism and from MSU in August, 1979.
remains soft with compatible colors are not bright or dark
Women's club will be held at
7772-0,
She works as an emergency Associates will meet at seven the club house at 12:30 p.m. fabrics and designs. Shapes but muted giving a warm 1010 Chestnut
general nursing knowledge.
9:10
She was chosen after filling room aid in the Murray- p.m. in the church annex.
have slimmed down but effect. Brilliant tones do show
out applications and being Calloway County Hospital.
Ladies day luncheon at Oaks remain big and soft as big tops up in some designers' Thru Thur.
MUM MP
Her future plans include Scheduled to meet at twelve
Interviewed by two registered
are worn over skinny collections.
Country Club has been
the
Inn
is
nurses and a Louisville specializing in anesthetics and noon at the Triangle
proportions. The fuller shapes
postponed until March 22.
For
evening,
black
business woman. Two letters joining the Army Nursing Quota Club.
are in sheer fabrics.
dominates followed by rose,
I/KW USS,
of recommendation from Corps as a lieutenant.
Workwear is an alternative mauve, purple, yellow, red, Ce.te"I
Story Hour will be held at
7:25
nursing instructors at MSU
to the soft look. Military, or green, and navy_
641 N. Centraitt
Shower for Debbie and ,the Calloway Public, Library
9.35'
Were also required.
safari looks in khaki and olive FABRICS
Steve Henderson who lost at ten a.m. and three p.m.
[Poi
Thru Thur.
She received a $100 bond for
drab featuring fabrics of
Natural fibers continue:
their home and contents by
the honor.
denim, cotton, and twill in silks, cottons, light-weight
Christian Men's Fellowship
fire recently will be honored at
- Rowland was elected
heavy, strong fabrications are wools, and linens. Fabrics will
a shower at the Murray of First Christian Church will
recording secretary of KANS
in this new look. Madras will have a soft hand to create the
Federal Savings and Loan, meet at six p.m. in the
and will attend the national
also be used. White is the soft, romantic mood of Spring
Seventh and Main, Murray, at fellowship hall of the church
MEL BROOKS
•
convention in St. Louis, Mo.
important accent color for '78. Terry cloth and chenille 641N Central etr
p.m. This was with Ken Purcell presenting
seven
Rowland is an alumna Pal meaning friend is
Pt;
-khaki.
navy
Red
also
and
I95•
program.
play a new role in day or
from rescheduled from an earlier
member of the National the gypsy wo.J for brother. date.
appear.
evening dresses. Challis Thru 3/30
Wednesday, March 15
GO TO ALL LENGTHS!
remains strong. For evenings,
First United Methodist Men
Hemlines are at eve:Me-Vet look for sheer or lighter
for
six
a
meet
p.m.
at
will
from thigh-high beach looks to fabr.ics in crepe de chines,
dinner meeting in the social
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
midcalf and longer layered silks, georgettes, chiffons, •
•
•
hail with. Sid Easley as the
skirts, with emphasis below herseys, and satins for that
•••• s
the knee. Ankle length is soft look.
••
popular for long evening wear
and for some pants.
GOOD NEWS FOR HALF2-27-78
SIZES!
Adults:
The classic espadrille by Florsheim. underlined
127
Designers are making a
Nursery:
5
conscientious effort to design
by cushioning crepe and on international
more fashionable garments
No Newborns Listed
following extending from Palm Beach to the
for the half-size woman.
Dismissals
Riviera. From the new moderately-priced
Mrs. Robbie Jean French, FOR THE TOTAL WOK!
The head is definitely
Florsheim Serenade?) Collection ..
Route 1, Henry, Tn.,., Mrs.
tish
Or try our- buNer, chicken, shrimp, or
feminine
this season. Choose
meals, or our money-saving daily Specials
Urbena- M. Koenen, 1624
C'mon in, tor complete meals that cost
Sunset, Murray, William D. the close, Sleek look or the
lust a nine more than eat-and-run snacks' At
untamed mass of flowing curls
Sirloin Stockade.
Wilder, 410 South 16th,
and ringlets. A very strong
Murray, Mrs. Norma Jean
by FLORSHEIM'
A real steak meal you can really afford!
look is to pile hair on top or
7 different kinSit:tin-hot steak
Ross, Route 1, Benton, Mrs.
SPECIALS
dsi...stearning baked potato with topping, or
make it appear so.
Sara M. Harrell, Box 77,
crinchy fries...a salad, a bitter-melting handAl Wash's Wed mod drink!
The makeup for spring is
ful of Stockade Toast, and your drink.
Hazel, Mrs. Susan K. Corner,
soft: face coloring is clear and
MONDAYS
909 Pine, Benton, Mrs. Donna
Chopped Sirloin Meal, only S1.89!
transparent, lips are matte
S. Chadwick,Route 6, Murray,
and sometimes powered over.
TUESDAYS
Miss Shaun Baker, 1300 Olive,
Hearty Club Steak Meal, Just $2.19!
Shiny lips are out. For eyes,
Murray, Mrs. Agnes C
WEDNESDAYS
anything goes.
Westerman, Route 8, Murray,
Tasty Chicken Fry Steak Meal. $2.29!
COLORS
Mrs. Auberna Halstead, Route
THURSDAYS
Neutrals remain strong with
2, Murray, Mrs Flossie R.
Fried Chicken, all.you can eat!
• off-whites, ivories, tans irkMcKinney, Route 1 Puryear,
Full meal lust 52.691 After 5 p m
eluding khaki, deeper beiges,
Tn., Ralph Edwards, Route 1,
and clear white. Some
Hazel.

80
_.ittepirkinommAta.#n.d,,

44:4z
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Cheryl Rodland Is
Named For Honor

•
•••
•
•o•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spring)978 Keyword
tonite's movies
For Fashions Is Soft
BEYOND
AND BACK. 179 150'1
Ctwu.

r

ftl(HmARr

e

G•aw

HIGH
ANXIETY

the

Jet-Setter

Sit down to a
real steak meal,
instead'!

Hello,stranger
1..

Bordeaux

Searching for answers to all those whoiwhattwbere
questions about your new city?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your nevrBeighborhood.
Arid more.
A WELCOME WAGONcall should be one of ttie very
first nice things to happen when you're new here,
r‘-

r

.riann.e..14/
uth,v„outimid_is3.30-74 ceih,y„Ginott_m_1809
7,1

Or.

By iJL Blanngame.

New Medicine
For Relief Of Diabetic Pains
Divorcee Bugged By
Boys' Grandparents
By Abigail Van Buren
I9,8 by Chocago Inbune N Y News Synd Inc

—DP:Aft At
Vow-do you- get--pecipte.tostay Out otyoUr
life? I refer to my ex-in-laws.
- Lwas-ritartied-te their son for seven years, thrring'which -time I had two boys (their only grandchildren). Then their
- on and -got divorced:•
Six months ago I married Mike. He's a wonderful guy
.and is crazy about the boys, whom he legally adopted.
Everything would be perfect. if-these exArt-laws would just
stay out of our hair, but, 'Abby, they come over every
-Sunday- afternoon to see - the:kids! .
. ' Are my children still their grandchildren? I have the
trYtTWto be a good father, but with my ex-in-laws showing up
every single Sunday. Mike is constantly reminded that he
is' trying .to be a father to another man's children.
-I low can I get theF;e people to forget about me and the
,
kids sti 1 can have a successful marriage without two
•—•••••-ser,tithibir'toe,

_ BUGGED BY MY EX-IN-LAWS

4

0: Mr. F. H. writes that suth operations is now less nonsurgical treatment.
he 'has been on the verge' than one percent when surof having surgery for re- gery is done by a compeKeep in mind that the
current peptic ulcers but tent operator who regu- Cooperation of the patient
has never done so.. He has larly does such proce- plays an important part in
the outcome of chronic,
found differences of opin- dures.
ion about his need for surIt is not possible to rec- recurrent peptic ulcers. In
gery, even the type of ommend a surgical proce- other words.lind yourself
surgery, among various dure that is preferable. a well-trained, competent physician and follow his physicians whom he- has Many
operations have advice carefully
seen for ulcer treatment been
designed and are sucover the years.
cessful. It
- He asks for advice about judgment is a matter of
and #xperience
.when surgery is indicated -of-the
suigeon to choose
for peptic ulcer and which the operation
required by
. _ uPeratOri. of
-kind
pre-- -the findings in each partieferred.
'Liar case.
A • In gerieral,--ths-four--conditions that usually reIt sounds as if you have
quire surgery in patients been obtaining satisfacwith peptic ulcers are:
tory relief by nonsurgicalI. Severe or recurrent management and that you Golden -1ge (:lub It ill
bleeding,-especially in per- 'may be able to continue to
sons over 45 years of age; do so. Bare Ilartv On Fridja
I. 'Obstruction from
The Golden Age Club will
scarring as a result- of In recent months, a new
repeated ulcers which drug, cimetidine, has been have a St. Patrick's Day Party
approved by the Food and on Friday, Mardi 17, at 6:30
have heeled;
3. Persistant pain, usu- Drug Administration and p.m. at the --Ellis Center,
ally tipper abdominal;
,
. is generally available. The.. Murray.
4. Perforation.with leak- riiedidatiOdMtO emir@
Bingo Will .
be. played and
age of bowel content into the amount of stomach orefregunents will be served..
acid that Is secreted and , This will not conflict with the
peritoneal cavity.
Surgery can be life-sav- may give you even a better regular Golden Age club
ing and often brings good chance of good results in
meeting on the first Friday of
results. The death rate for managing a peptic ulcer by each month. -- -

flfI,ii-.i I,,
Senior
Citizens

CARTER BROWNIES—Carter School Brownie Troop No. 281 made a field trip to the
Murray City Haim Monday,March 6. They were shown through the Poke and Fire
Department. Pictured
!
. glideY SC°.!tt 1!adt
.f., 1454 tlistvIctwer,
,
. loft to right, ItOttt row
Donna Tefft, Jimmy Scott,!Gm Castile, and Kathleen Herndon, leader, back row, Tammy Nance,Sheila Scott, Becky Snow,Sharon Herndon,and Karen Fox.

Murray State Debate Team
Members Win Honors, Meets

DEAR BUGGED: Your former in-laws will always be
your chilsken's biological grandparents regardless of who
their legal father is. Asking grandparents to "forget" their
only grandchildren is asking a lot. Please be a little more
The Murray State debate
and, calling him a "very
patient andunderstanding: A weekly visit doesn't seem team split its forces last Valentine.
Thacker and Walker will complete speaker," Sexton
excessive to me.
weekend and won honors in
:
represent MSU at the Delta, said, "It's getting so that it's
•
DEAR ABBY: My hest friend Jim and I have a problem. two different places at the Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha news when Wes doesn't make
Ill call her Evelyn. She says she likes us both the same and same time.
National Tournament at finals in two events. There
Ike Thhcker and Russell
is currently dating both of us. This has been going on for
aren't many people who can
Urbana,
Ill., in two weeks.
Walker tied for 8th place
three months.
say that."
Meanwhile,
Eastern
at
Jim and I have discussed it several times and neither -honors in the prestigious
But it was a big day for
one of "fis wants to stop•seeing her, -although it's been Butler Invitational debate Kentucky University, another
putting-a strain on our frieristship. Evelyn refuses to make tournament Butler University group of debaters doffed Fr-aufian Dennis Webb of
debatALhabits for the robei Larepter
tn us tn eirttlfr it
L_a choice betwe_estits and says WS.
Webb
in-Indianapolis, md.
-a-fiublic speakers.
What should we do?
eliminated from final round
Walker, a sophomore from
Senior Laurie Beatty of competition in the OVC
TIED UP Ashland, and Thacker, a
Murray
made final round- tournament last November
DEAR TIED: You don't say how old_y_p_trand Jim ere, junior train Shepherdsville, competition
_ bah -411e10-a--elerieal errOr on
'in the top •
ut i you re over , suggesUihilt ydu gait'Making boobs were nw"..
Impromptu Speaking and
--of-yourselvestortryiag-to "win" a girl who obviously feels teams before cowetition was After Dinner Speaking. part,of the judges. Since that
-11-rhOTITS-Iiick and
scilres
ended tor therii in -ortofirials.
N%\pothing special for either one of you.
Steve Beatty, a former OVC novice have-not been as expected.
Coach
Assistant
DEAR ARO-Y4 My wile-e444.1-have been married for 30 Cochrum said that the com- debate champion,.won Third
Last Friday,however, Webb
years and she still won't mend the pockets in my trousers. petition at Butter was some of in After Dinner Speaking.
won his first Inter-collegiate
Owenboro
Senior
Wes
One time, when I thought I hid persuaded her to-do so, she the toughest that the Murray
-Prose
Bartlett also was selected for chamionship
just 'sewed my pockets shut.
team has faced all year.
final round competition in two Interpretation at Eastern. He
Today was the final straw. I was- wearing some trousers
Robert
coach
Head
ii-Chr a - .)1-e rh the porket and I bought Er package of
events; Prose interpretation • • capped off a very successful -weekindfirtbe MSU debateis--- 'TT;
--eierieei-t-es-.--1-put the ehengc-intermy-ritasedpoiket, and= a Valentine- announced that ..he and Informative Speaking.
waspLeased with their perresult, my cigarettes cost me a dollar.
Assistant
Coach Cindy - who will go next to the
What 1-want-to knew is, shotild-t-get -a new wik,new formances. "Walker and 'Sexton-noted that this was the National Torunament in
Thacker beat several teams of
pants or give up stirakink.
third time in the spring that Urbana, Ill., it spokesman
repute
in
SAD SACK national
said.
Indianapolis and this was only Bartlett had been so honored
' DEAR SACK: You can stall by_siviag Re cigarettes. their -second real tournament
ThciTyoiitan git-soine nev,pants and keep the old wife. of the spring season. When you
Blue Cross
beat Notre Dame under those
Blue Shield
conditions, I think you're
Delta Dental
Popularity Booklet Shirttail
of Kentucky
ready for the nationals," said
Mrs. Sue Hoover of Murray
will be modeling for the
Murray-Calloway County
Associates at the annual
fashion. show and luncheon to
be held at Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson, Tn., on
Thursday, March 16.
The president, Mrs. Martha
Ails, will preside at 'this
special event at the college
Save 10% to 20% on an exciting selection of Furniture•
and tickets at $8.50 each may
Floor Coverings• Draperies•Lamps•Accetsories•Sleep Sets
be
from Mrs. Ails.
_ obtained
.
r,1
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•

• ••

•
••••Wfa'
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THE CHILDREN'S CORNER IS
READY FOR EASTER

ARE YOU?
Select From These
Easter Values

IASTi
Mao
SouthlideCousi smtare

_

Children's

- Mtg.'lloeive
r Will
_
Model For Sltow

Ethan Allen

WinterSale

Ladies Luncheon For
Oaks Club ChangedThe ladies day luncheon
scheduled for Wednesday,
March 15, at the Oaks Country
Club has been changed to
Wednesday, March 22.
Reservations should be
made by March 20 with Betty
Sheppard, 753-7250, or Hazel
Beale, 753-2510.

HOSPITAL NEWS

1

02-26-78
Adults 116
Nursery 5

Help
our
teeth live.

No Newborns Listed
Dismissals

More Than Just a Plate to Sleep .. Five Bedrooms Now on Sale!
Your bedrooTh should be crspecial hardware are among its many
place
a tranquil get-away Tor design features Solid Oak tind
handsome veneers
relaxation and comfort. Like the
Ethan Allen bedioams now on sale
Reg
SALE
-F1ete7are beauty. quality and •
that
-down-to-earth
value
have
Full
Size
Bed
made Ethan Allen famous for so
S 569 50 $ 479.50
Triple
many years.
Dresser
Pictured, the 1 7th Century lineS 7Y950 $ 689.50
Mirror
age of our Royal Charter bedroom
(each)
furniture beautifully at home in a
S 159 50 $ 134,50
FOUR PIECE GROUP ABOVE
20th Century room Rugged yet
romantie. authentic Itnenfold de(2 Mirrors) Si 688 00 $1,399.50
Armoire
tailing and strongly expressive
5 89950 $ 769.50
(Sale Ends Sat. March 18)
OPEN FRIDAY
CONVENIENT TERMS
Free Delivery Service Ph. 443-6257
NIGHT Tit 81
'45.9
N1.1 HI llu'II' Fl RNISIIINGS

ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE
•
fr.t.t.-77:
:....;
-41"
.
444;30-hT-hirCTSCe:.ViEWcoh

Mrs. Joanne Noonan, 265
South 16th, Murray, William
Burshears, Route 8, Murray.
Mrs. Doris Harper, Route 6.
Benton, Lori Darnell, 1605
Hermitag, Murray, Stephanie
Rutledge, 312 South 9th,
Murray, Mrs. Pat J. F-ogle,
7201
/
2Sycamore, Murray, Mrs
Judy Steele, Route 1, Cottage
Grove, Tn., Mrs. Mildred I, "
Allen, Route 2, Springville.
Tn., Mrs. Vida Farm, Route 8.
Murray, Mrs. Jennifer Bailey
and Baby Girl, 1804-A Monroe.
Murray, Ron Baker, Route 4,
Murray, Wildie Ellis, 719
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Ruby E. Lampkins, Route-2.
Murray, Dewey Lampkins.
Sr., Route 2; Murray, Mrs.
Lorene Byers, Route 8,
Murray, Burie Charlton, 608
Fairlane, Murray, Mrs. Vidie
Shackelford, New Concord,
Mrs. Lurline Pierce 'expired), -r1115 Circarama.
Lark.a...-ceprin
#es0101114, MUM 1,
.

.

,.

.

. Everyone likes a pretty smile. BLit there's a more important reason
than good looks tá take care of your teeth...your good health.
Fdllow these tips on dental hygiene and ybu can help your teeth live as

long as you do. Brush after every meal. Use dental floss regularly. Cut down on
sweets between meals. See your dentist for regulpr dental checkups 'if you follow these suggestions you can also help avoid.the needless pain of an unhealthy tooth
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Delta Dental of Kentucky, we're concerned about
rising health-care-fosts. That's-why-we're wotking with consumers, dentists, physicians.

and hospitals to find ways to hold costs down.
You can help by taking care of yourself. Staying

healthy is the best kind of health care -and the least expensive. Write Us for information on quality health care plans. Blue Cross and Blue Shield and
Delta Dergal of Kentucky,9901 Linn Station •Road, Louisville. KY 40233
We want you to stay healthy.
.
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Opinion Page

hEARTliNE

'-rowsssow•
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems —fast. Ifyou have a question or a problem not
.answered In these columns, write

• EDITOR'11,

Natural Resource
Being Overlooked
s

•

--

-

-

While Americans are being
warned to conserve certain of
our country's natural resources, we -are wasting through
lack of use one of its greatest
resources,its older workers.
There are 74 million people 40
years of age or older in this
country. Many are out of work
and cannot find a job, forced
out.of the job market because of
the prejudice against older
workers.
Like other prejudices, it
makes no sense when cornpared with the facts. Studies
have brought to light many important points, such as: Functional ability is the true
measure of a person's working
capacity; employment of middle-aged and older workers
results in significant savings to

RECESSiON

employers through reduced
sick leave, lower turnover, and
fewer job-related accidents.
National Employ the Older
Worker Week, March 12-18,
1978, is a good time for all of us
to examine our attitudes
toward older workers. Employers should give special
throught to this great source of
_reliable, productive employee.
The person 40 and over looking
for a job should assess his or,
her abilities and experience
and be confident when seeking
a job. When it comes to the
American worker, we should
remember that ability is
ageless.
Employers and applicantg
are urged to contact your local
Manpower Services Office, 31.9
South Seventh Street, Mayfield,
and list your needs.

4

Too close for comfort

Looking Back

The Editor's
Notebook-

10 Years Ago -

The new Calloway County jail at
North Third and Walnut Streets will
soon be ready for occupancy, according
to the report made at the meeting of the
Calloway County Fiscal Court held in
the office of Calloway County Judge
-Hall McCuiston.
An editorial in the Jamestown, N. D., deficit, the sooner to make our dollars
Senior Citizens are pictured as they
Sun the other day put our thoughts into sound once again and wanted.
register at the first qrganizational
munication with a large portion of its
words better than we could have done
Dear Editor:
Let's stop thinking that the United
meeting of the Senior Group held at...the
•
on our own
NAwcpapers thrmighnin the state employees.
States-4S--no-good anymore, is over the
The
Ellis Go-nim-untly Center
The history of situations where
For that rason, we're reprinting the hump, on its way down and ,has no
have recently published statements
organization is stitinsored. by the
editorial, wirdtor-word, below..
from the Kentucky School Boards ,,,--. professional negotiations resulted in
future.
Murray Woman's Club with Mrs. Tom
For too long our thinking in the
Association and a group calling itself strife, dissension, and unrest,leading to
If the truth could be verified in this
Brown as.chairman.
ofwithholding
the
or
United States has • accentuated the age when untruths blow across us in
the Professional Educators of Fayette strike action
Deaths reported include Herman C.
County that -attack ffie -idea -"of• professional services, shows that these
Futrell-, age 74, Charlie Workman, Will .negative. It is time - long past time -- gales, it undoubtedly would indicate
that we turn around the negativism that more people admire and respect
teachers and are caused by lack of good-faith
bargaining for
.Eaker Ray, age 48, and Guilford Jones.
fogging our minds and reassume the the United States 'than any other
specifically the bargaining law that the negotiations. Usually, the bad faith
Sgt. Joe Pat Glass is now serving with
• attitudes and actions of the great nation country - capitalism- or socialismKentucky Education Association is efforts ' to negotiate have been atthe infantry in Vietnam.
tributed to school boards_or. school
we are fully capable of continuing to be. oriented. As each year goes by,
seeking from the legislature..
--rea'isTlyerly washonored at a dinner
nistrators who could,Qot stand to
Your readers should be aware ofaitu-...
on March 10- in celebration of,his 89th . Let's, for starters, get rid ,of this -evidensecompounds that communisim
give up the autocratic decision-making
.
defeatist syndiOnie that pertnits us to will never bury "free enterprise,
position.
birthday.
considerinitting an OK on a treaty that whereas Communists may bury
Bargaining is in the best interest of powers they had traditionally- exer. Glenda Jones, daughter of Mr. arid
not only gives the Panama Canal away, themselves-under the red tape of their
the students of a community. It cised.
Mrs. C. W. Jones, is a studentat Auburn
Where should the "power" be? With
but repays the recipient to take it.
provides an orderly process for those
own five-year-plan failures.
1
University-:-Atiharn, Ala.
When propagandists in a few .. Latin • Arid most of all, let's shuck off th4
who are in direct and daily contact with the chool board and the school adAmerican countries.- augmented by daydream that any of us at any level of
students - the teachers -.,-, to share in ministratio -alone?
Teachers done' want the-'power" to
"some of our visiOnless Weeping Willies business, industry, professions or the
- -the-decision-making that affects (home
make decisions alone. Rather, they
and orchestrated by Communists - government can get or is entitled to
students.
Dr. Pete Panzera spoke on "Progress
call our construction, operation and something for nothing.
Teachers are highly trained want the chance to have a real voice in
of Chemical Industry In West Kencontinued control of this great sea trade
professionals who deserve the statutcry the decision-making that goes on in the
tucky" at the meeting of the Murray
Let'srecognize as baloney the flueky
. right to bargain. They have spent _a school system.
Lions Club held at the Murray Woman's' artery "imperialism," let's consider
this
premise
a
Certainly
'means
in
that we can put out less and get
reduction
the
sources.
great deal of time, energy, and money
Club House. He was assisted by Dr. Bill
more. If all of us will simply go back to
Let's quite making our future energy
on their training. They are quite the arbitrary decision-making power of
Read.
hard work - or harder work - we will
needs a wailing wall.
capable of choosing their own the school board and the school adSpeakers at the special services in
get a handle on inflation, maximum
us,
below
us,
above
There's
energy
representatives to present their ministration. However,this can't be all
of
observance
Covational Guidance
bad because it will bring into the
employment and fiscal integrity.
exuniverse
around
a
in
live
We
us.
collective needs and opinions.
Week at Memorial Baptist Church this
Let's quite rationalizing our failures.
ploding with energy. We live on a globe
Bargaining is a very logical process mainstream of decision-making those
week include Raymond Bailey, the
who
most
know
the
about
of
needs
Let's quit kicking every problem of our
which,
enough
has
skin,
under
thin
its
which, when good faith exists on both
Rev. T. A. Thacker, Dr. Hugh
public and private and workaday lives
energy to supply all humans on this
sides, can provide a sharing of children -the real reason for having a
McElrath, and Murray Mayor Holmes
the
in
system
place.
first
school
around today in hopes it will somehow
of
thousands
for
planet
over
times
10
problems and the means for solving
Ellis.
get lost before tomorrow.
..Most strife - even that leading to
years. Let's turn U. S. scientific
some of them. When a school- board
• New .officers of the Faxon Mothers
the
of
and
withholding
strikes
Let's _web the spirit_of the,tune done
research and industrial know-how-loose
- chooses to have one of its members
Club are Mrs. W. E. Dunn, Mrs.
from
the late great Bing Crosby a few
results
by
professional
services
us
to
that
make
available
to
energy
serve on its own-bargaining team, it
Charlene Thompson, Mrs. Lucille
decades back called "Accentuate the
- possesses a direct means of corn- the absence of a formal procedure for
Dodd, Mrs. Bessie Harmon, and Mrs. • the sooner to quite paying blackmail
resolving r_eal differences through
Positive." That was a very good song
prices for imported fuel, the sooner to
Hilda Pennington.
and a very good idea.
mediation, fact-finding, or arbitration.
defeat our horrible trade balance
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
Most other situations of this nature,
the Daughters of -the American
when an-agreement is in force, result
FROM THE
Revolution celebrated its tenth anfrom the school board refusing to follow
niversary as a local organizatiOn on
By The Associated Press
•
fis jor mini)
the terms of the agreement.
March 8 at the home of Cappie Beale
Today is Monday, March 13, the '72nd
Honest. differences of opinion_ with Mary R. Williams as cohostess.
day of 1978. There are 293 days left in between principals and classroom
A Ryan Milk Company Independent
the year.
teachers, between school boards and
Basketball team was host to a team
Today's highlight in history:
the community - can he healthy signs
from Dover, Tn., in a game at the-Carr
On this date in 1868, impeachment
of a school system moving forward in a
Health Building. Ryan team members
proceedings against President Andrew
coordinated attack on the problems it
are Parrish, C. McCuiston, McKeel, W.
Johnson began in the U.S. Senate. He faces. The
only times they lead Vs strife
B. McCuiston, and Shelton.
was acquitted May 26.
is when one party refuses to recognize
big business."
SENATOR JAMES R. ALLEN (Ala.)
On this date:
the right of the other to have these
"Foe my part I want to make it quite
in
engage
to
one
not
usually
am
"...I
Netherlands,
the
of
In 1567, the regent
differences of opinion.
clear that at no time waslioefso
- nally
post mortems, but an exception must be
Margaret of Parma, used German
This argument(that public education
approached,
was
nor
staff
my
apProtection
Consumer
the.
for
made
mercenaries to annihilate 2,000
the
in
Robert Carlton won first place
must be directed only by publiclyproached by big business against H.R.
Agency bill which was put out of its
Contest for
Calvinists.
Oratorical
State
Kentucky
elected school boards) is nothing but a
9718. I was lobbied much more heavily
miser}, Wednesday by the House of
In 1925, a new law went into effect in
of Kentucky. He
by one vested interest Men at the University
smokescreen
however, by so-called "proconsumer"
Representatives.
Tennessee to forestall the teaching Of
Are
"Skulls
subject,
the
on
spoke
group(the school board) to cover up its
I received personal letters for
groups.
misguided
this
of,
demise
"The
evolution.
alMurray
senior
a
own derelictions. The only way a White." Carlton is
example,
from such interested parties
the
in
unnoticed
go
not
must
menace
In 1938, Nazi Germany annexed
•
College and is the son of Mr. and
professional negotiations agreement State
.,Esther Peterson, President Carter's
Congress and further downtown in the
• Austria after invading the country.
Route
Murray
of
Carlton
B.
Albert
Mrs.
will affect this responsibility to the
Consumer Advisor; Giant Markets, the
-Ities...
bureaucr
In 1939, the Germans issued an
Two. He will represent Kentucky at the
public will be to provide parents, and
large food chain with which Mrs.
"The House vote was no ordinary
ultimatum to Czechoslovakia.
Northwestern
at
Contest
Interstate
others, with more information as to how
Peterson was closely associated before
legislative defeat. The. Consumer
- In 1962, the American first lady,
University, Illinois, April 22 and 23.
their elected representatives are
her present position; and from
Agency bill was shredded to pieces on
Jacqueline Kennedy, began a goodwill
Susan
Mrs.
include
reported
Deaths
fulfilling their responsibilities.
organized labor...
the House floor by a series of gutting
visit to India.
In any proposed negotiations Jane Sullivan, age 86.
"The American people simply are
amendments. Then the tattered mess
In 1974, the Arab oil-producing
as
named
been
has
Faurot
W.
Fred
agreement and in every proposal for a
tired
of adding layer after layer to the
decisively
was
discarded
remained
that
- countries agreed to end a five-monthhead football coach for the Murray
state law in this area) the ultimate
massive Federal bureaucracy already
by a vote of 189 to 277.
old embargo on petroleum sales to the
Thoroughbreds
the
by
College
State
decision is with the school board. It
in existence. Furthermore, the cost
"This is the end of what our beloved
United States.
Board of Regents, according to Dr.
does not have to agree to any part of a
saving measures of'coordinating such
former colleague Sam Ervin called a
Ten years ago: Police clashed with
president.
college
Woods,
H.
Ralph
negotiated agreement if it does not
an office while retaining current embad idea whose time has come and
students in two cities in Poland as
Brewers beat Clinton and Benton
want to - or the community does not
ployees, fooled no one..'
gone..." t
• campus unrest spread throughout the
First
the
of
games
second
in
Cuba
beat
want it to do so.
+++
KETCHUM
M.
W11.1-18AM
REP.
. . Communist-ruled country.
Tournament.
Basketball
Regional
Besides, the teachers in any school
CRUMP'S GRASS
•(Calif.) "...In the aftermath of the
Five years ago: Three young men
was
Sr.,
Diuguid,
honored
S.
E.
Mrs.
system are part of the public that is
House's refusual to legislate H.R. 9718,„ ROOTS COMMENT
were arrested and arraigned in
at a party on her 92nd birthday on
supposed to have ultimate control of the
Another
layer
of
Federal
and
a bill to establish a Federal Office of
Washington, D.C., in the robbery
March 9.
schools. They have a vested interest ;bureaucracy is waiting in the wings; a
Consumer Representation, several
shooting of Democratic Sen. John
Stubblefield,
Vernon
Mrs.
and
Mr.
certainly - in the quality of education
bill to form a Federal Department of
reasons have been cited as to why this
Stennis of Mississippi.
Sr., celebrated their 45th wedding
their children receive, and in the
Education. Approval of this bill could
measure was defeated so soundly...In
One year ago: The Soviet Communist
.
4.
March
on
anniversary
amount of taxes they pay-just like all
mark the end of the local school board's
the case of H.R. 9718, I have found
Party newspaper, Pravda, warned that
other citizens of the community.
remarks made by consumer advocate
President Carter's outspokeness on huActually, through negotiations there
_Ralph Nader to be so unfounded and so
man rights could damage the at- will be an
even greater involvement
vindictive that a response is in order...
mosphere in which a strategic arms
than ever before of parents and other
"What I 4 object to, however, are
, agreement must be negotiated.
"And, behold, there WAS a man
members of the- community in .the
baseless distortions made by Mr. Nad'er
Today's birthdays: Band leader
named
a
and
Joseph,
counsellor;
he
decision-making process that affects
such as "the corrupting influence of big
Sammy Kaye is 68 years old. Walter the
was a good man, and a just." Luke
quality of life and the quality of
It is not unusual to hear a doctor
business campaign contributions
23:50
Annenberg,former U.S. ambassador to
their children's education.
complain that his life is hard, that it is
promiseduravitlidrawn, has never been
lesus' death on the, cross brought
Britain, is 70.
Yours sincerely,
very difficult for one In such a
a goodly number of secret .clisciple
more clear" or "the lesson of today Is
Thought for today: The way out of
Wayne Harvey
out of hiding, including loseph of
that we must redouble our efforts so _ demanding profession to make enough
trouble is never as simple as the way in
, - • President
f
461".""
--airoir
1 401 146 1 6'Wriar. .-,
er.rt-r•T
wowowe
ta"isLi621114.661"a"•i
ctihst1Met•s rather than the pressure

Lettor To The Editor

By GENE MiEUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

_ KEA Head Supports PN
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20 YearsAuo -

•

Today In History

Low Down

Congressional
Record

Why Consumer Bill
Was Defeated

30 Years Ago;

Alexandria, Ohio 45981. You wilt:
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped self-addressed envelope. The most useful replies will be
_printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 62 years old and I
am on my Social Security benefits. My
hearing is getting bad. I have been
thinking about getting a hearing aid.
Can you give me some advice? T.R.
A:Effectiye selection of a hearing aid
is something of a problem. In some
cases hearing loss can be corrected by
medical treatment. In other instances
use of a properly selected hearing aid
will improve a person's ability to hear.
There are also cases in which neither
medical treatment nor a hearing aid
will help the individual hear better.
Since August 15, 1977, bearing aids may
be sold only to people who have been
examined by a licensed physician
withini silt' 'Months _before- the aid is.
purchased. It is possible, however, for
people 18 years of age or older to waive
the requirement by signing a statement
indicating thay know why a medical
examination is advisable.The Food and
Drug Administration recommends that
consumers who are considering buying
a hearing aid should select a seller who
lfl let them rent an aid csfa trail basis,
to make certain that, the device will
actually improve their hearing and that
they wirleel cuuiifustdble wear it. The
FDA reports that the average price for
a hearing aid is between $300 and $450.
Useful information and a list of hearing
, aid models "retained on contract" for
1977 by the Vetrans Administration is
available (Heard* Aids Selected, IB
13-2) from the Supply Service Department of Medicine and Surgery,
Veterans Administration, WaShinitton',.
DC 20420.
HEARTLINE: Jam now 60 years old.
I have been in business for myself all
my life and have' paid my Social
Security through self-employment.
Since I am self-employed, there is no
one to tell me when to retire. I plan to
work past the age of 65. I know that
there is a reduction in Social Security
for drawing it before age 65. However,
are there any extra benefits for
working beyond the age of 65? J. J.
Yes,there is a delayed retirement
_
• credit- for those "peop1E who work -beyond the age of 65 and do not draw
their Social. Security Benefits.
Presently, the delayed retirement
credit is -I per-gent per year , or 11,42 of
one-per cent for each month beyond the
age of 65 that a Social Security check is
not drawn.
Now, for workers reaching age 62 in
1979 and after, the delayed retirement
credit will be increased 3 per cent per
year or 1,4 of one-per cent per month
that a person continues to work and
does not draw a Social Security benefit.
This provision becomes effective in
January of 1979. However, since
workers reaching age 62 in 1979 will not
reach age 65 until 1982, it will have
relatively little effect before 1983.
This new law was passed primarily to
give people an extra incentive to work
'beyond the age of 65. Adding 3 per cent
to your Social Security benefit sounds
very good until you look at the situation
closer. For example, a person is
eligible for $300 per month Social
Security benefits at age 65. By working
until age 66,this person might increase
their Social Security benefits to $315
• and then add 3 per cent to this and it
gives them a monthly benefit of $324.25
per month.So by working for one extra
year, this person has increased his
Social Security benefit approximately
$25 per month.
However, for earning this extra $25 a
month, this person gave up $3400 in
Social Security benefits that he could
have been drawing during the year he
was 65.- To make up this lost $3600, the
person would have to draw Social
Security benefits for 12 years.,
It is possible that many people might
need to work that extra year because
the money they will earn should far
exceed the $3600 that they could have
been drawing from Social Seciwity, ore,
it could be that this person really wants
to continue working. However, if
someone does not want to work another
year nor do they need this income, then
they should not work just to receive the
delayed retirement credit. The new
provision is a step in the right direction,
but it is not a big enough step to continue work.
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Symposium On Sick Newborn Scheduled At MU
_. A symposium -on the sick
newborn designed to be of
interest to physicians, nurses,
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.144114 -KenWeitY- will bc&cari-ducted in the Department of
Nursing at Murray State
University Wednesday and
Thqrsday, March 22=23.
Dr. Billy F. Andrews,
professor and chairman of the
Department of Pediatrics at
the University of LOuisville
School of Medicine, will
cOnduct the symposium in the
auditorium of Mason Hall
(Nursing Buildingon -campus.
Session are scheduled from
12:30 to 5:30 p.m. Wednesday,
March 22, and from 9:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. Thursday, March
21 An interdisciplinary approach will be used to
acquaint healt team members
in the area with current
-methods • of. assessment..
-clfigraisis7 an tr.-earth& -61—
the unborn and newborn.
Objectives of the program
co-sponsored by the School of
Medicine at the University of
Louisville, the Department of
Nursing at Murray State, and
the Kentucky Department of
Human_Resoarces are:
—To recognize the methods
of fetal diagnosis.

iwisemmimommew,
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobscribers wire ban int
received *Mr besee-delivered
copy of mu Money Ledger
INeadey•
Times by 5:30
mt. sa Sow-

hit*.r by 3:30

days are torpid to eaN 753-1916
betwees 5:30 p. m. owil 6 p.m., .
Monday-Wiry, or 3:30 p.m.
mid 4p. at. Saturdays, to leers
st be placed by 6 P.
days

or

week-

4 p.m. Saterdays to

gearesttee dainty.

identify- specifie - Dr. Clegg Austin, a Murray
anomalies in the neonatal Pediatrician who has been
instriunentaj in making
Period._ .
arran:ements for the s I
II
•I
Pinium...
assessing-gestationo/
chase,
and
Linda
Clark,
list newer infections in
associate professor of nursing
the new born.
—To describe interventions on the campus, are serving as
in dealing with parents of sick coordinators of the symposium.
children.

Dr. Cohen To Attend Symposium
On Solar Energy In Albany, N. Y.

Piano Recital
Set On March 21

Louisville FBI
Office Said Most
Repressive In U. S.
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10% OFF REG.PRICE

On Portraits of or
With Your Pet

Curtis & Mays Studio
304 Main, Murray, 753-7360

Karen Elizabeth Atkins
Camden. Majoring in music
--atld accounting, Miss Atkins is
a member of. Omicron Delta
Kappa, Alpha Chi, and Alpha
Lambda Deka honor societies.
She is treasurer of Sigma
Alpha Iota, professional
women's music fraternity. A
member of the accounting
society, she is president of the
student chapter of the Kentucky
Music
Teachers
Association as well.
The recital is in partial
fulfillment of the bachelor's in
music education degree.
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Daily Specials
From

Seven Seas!
*TUESDAY SPECIAL*
Fisherman's Platter Special
A delicious serving of Catfish Fillet,
fresh gulf select oysters end gulf fried
shrimp, served with choice of poioto
southern hushpuppies and cole slaw.

*WEDNESDAY SPECIAL*

in

ie

- - LtitILSVILLE, KY-.
Author Mark Lane has
characterized the Louisville
office of the FBI agsthe "most
ropressiVe in the nation" in
Connection with its handling of
the case of a man who
provided Lane with information alleged to concern
the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy.'
Interviewed here Sunday
night, Lane said that while he
and publisher Larry Flynt
were supposed to be victims of
alleged efforts by James
Driggers CO defraud them,
neither he nor Flynt has been
questioned by FBI agents.
Driggers allegedly made an
effort to defraud Flynt and
Lane through the use of
phoney documents about the
assassination.
Flynt, who was shot last
week in Georgia, had offered
$1 million to anyone who
"makes it possible for the
truth to come out" about the
Kennedy assassination.
The FBI seized documents
from Driggers' room by
executing a search warrant
Feb. 23. Agents later
characterized the documents
as counterfeit.
Driggers has already
appeared before' a federal
grand jury and is scheduled to
do so again Wednesday, but he
has not been arrested or
charged with any crime

Landlubber Special
Fried Chicken
Southern fried golden brown with
choice of potato, cole slaw and
southern hushpuppies

$J99

etiett
etts

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP —
A Louisville patrolman,
Walter E. Wills, was.wounded
in the left leg Sunday night
when a .25-caliber revolver
fell from his partner's coat
pocket and discharged, a
police spokesman said.
Wills, 41, an 18-year veteran
of the Louisville force, was
admitted to Jewish Hospital
here where he was listed in
satisfactory condition, pollee
spokesman Carl Yates said
Yates said Wills and his
partner Russell Hoyser, 31,
were -making a "routine run"
and both -had just stepped
from their cruiser when the
accident happened. •

fast Film Service
At Big Drumm!
For the Finest in ;

Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing

Hospital in Louisville; and Jo- Anne Halvorser of Louisville
General Hospital.
Continuing education units
arid a certlficIte will be'
awarded .to participants. A
registration fee of $3 may be
paid at the door, or persons
may pre-register by mailing
name, address, and social
security number, along with
the fee,.to:
Mrs. Jean Culp, COordinator
of Continuing Education,
Department of Nursing,
Mason -Hail, Murray Stall—
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071.

Dr. Michael W Cohen, system. Its location in a B.A., M.A., and Pb.- D.-- -assistant professor of English picturesque wooded site degrees at the University of
at Murray State University, pcpxid,es a unique setting for Arizona. He,is a specialist in
will be .one of 46 US. and alumni, visitors, dad research Restoration and 18th century
Canadian scholars from 37 scientists alike.
English literature.
three
and
universities
Cohen, a member of the
The Ohio native has written
research institutes in a solar English faculty at the a number of articles for
,
New --Qtionos professiOnal-publicatiera-and
-energy symposium- at -Slate-,University _of.
University of New York from 1970 to 1976, earned the has read papers at several.
SUNY in Albany March 16professional meetings.
18.
M. E. Grenander, director
Entitled "Helios: From
of AMY at Albany's Institute
Myth to Solar Energy," the,
for Humanistic Studies and
symposium will be a study of
coordinator of the solar
the sun that goes beyond
energy symposium, said the
Karen Elizabeth Atkins of rationale for the conference is
current scientific concerns
*and gives perspective to the Camden, Tenn., a senior at that, despite scientific ac
:
,
role it has played in the Murray State University; will ceptance of the need
development of civilization. present 'a piano recital on developing solar energy, a
Cohen, a faculty hieuil,ci at- campus Tuesday, March 21. major problem Hag in the
Murray State since 1976, will
Scheduled to begin at
realm of publid policy —
lecture in a session on March p.m. in the Recital Hall Annex persuading the citizenry and
17. His topic will be "Turner's of the Price Doyle Fine Arts government Of the wisdom of
Sun in 'Mortlake Terrace." Center, the program will puttOg a very high priority on
The site for the, conference include works by Bach, solar energy research.
and
'
about the sun and how it has Barber, Debussy,
"Men and women from the
been used in legend, art, Schubert.
dawn , of history have
and now -in _ Miss-Atkins.is the daughter depended on the sun and have
literature,
technology will be the award-,of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence made use of it in various
solar-powered Atkins of 154 Stuusel Avenue in ways," he said. "Put in this
winning
Alumni House on the,,SUNY
context, solar energy is
campus.
nothing new. It is simply the
• •I I
scien 1 IC a • ap a ion o
frame building combines
humanity's relationship to_a
architecturp.
contemporary
beneficent natural resource.''
with an experimental, energyconserving solar beating

s.
it

t.

In addition to Andrews,
other symposium speakers
are Dr, Robert Bea*. of the
Universify of Louisville School
rqe
zeg ered nurses _working in
the neonatal area—Sharon
Metcalf of the University of
Louisville, Rosemary Morris
Children's
of
Norton's

Picliens Was Plumbing Pickens Na. Plonking Pickens Na. Plieribing Pickens Na. memleieig

Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing

Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing

Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing

Pickens Has Plumbing
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nacho thaek
The Nationwide Supermarket of Sound!

Thei.Realistic'
hi-fi receiver
shootout. You're
lucky if you've
waited until now.

reduced 40 dollars

The benefits of owning Realistic stereo components (as against Pioneer, Marantz and
other front-runners) should be obvious. But
they aren't. So we explain them every so often,
particularly at model-change-time, which is
• 1.11, 1 1 In
••.
A . agree
• • • I
Realistic and other famous nationatbrands are
in some ways took -alikes in power, beauty and
suggested retai+ price. That's where the similarity ends. Realistic is available only where
there's a big Radio Shack sign out front.
Realistic _is designed by and .custom-crafted
by.(oi- for) Radio Shack. No one else. That
means we sell direct. Direct in every state, in
_rpore;than,9 countries (including Holland and
Australia, for example). We _service What we
sell. And since we sell- more receivers, probably, than any other chain43-f-aud4n-shopgin-the
world , that means The Shack has more buying power and dedicated salespeople than
anybody. One thing we don't have many of is
rugs on the floor. Millionaires may not like our
low-key, low-cost environment but music
lovers do. Like Peter Nero, who knows how to
pinch a penny. Like Arthur fiedler, our friend
and customer since about 1948. One more
thing: this sale is not on at Pacific, Atlantis,
Tech, Custom or Federated. Only at 'Radio
Shack.

1
2 watts per chanRealistic STA-16. 3/
nel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms from
30-20,000 Hz with no more than 09%
THD Anything lass than this isn't a
hi-ft compcihent 031 -2070 Catalog
price $129 95 Shootout price $11.9.95.

0001

Realistic STA-21. 7 watts perChannel,
rn,ipirrlum _RMS. .at B ohms. from- 20:-20,000 Hz, with no more-than 09%
THD Priced like a radio, engineered
like a receiver 431-2071 Catalog price
.$1.59.9.5. Shoots:tut price
09.95. .
•
-

'I

•

' Highway 641 N.

1111pf
41fteitt6
..4.
11,0111k1111
litirttillitlik.

r10r)

1"

reduced 70 dollars
Realistic STA-52. 12 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms from
20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 09%
THD The case is walnut veneer, not
an-imitation 431-2072 Catalog price
$1 99 95 Shootout price $129.95.

STA-64

449 .1,1p... 1 1'
.

STA-84

1111;11111111=
. -•. •

•

•

c

1-

• #

each reduced 100 dollars
Realistic STA C4
nirure han 0 8' -IND
num 20 :19 '
-Shootout price $149 95

nn inn 01

FILM, Flan CRIES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES,

Artcraft Studios
iv=•7334415

r•

airt

ft

reduced 90 dollars

STA-235

nrroneenin ••••,

•

Of

31 2073 Catalog.

(1.3,111e1
Ras ,at 8 ut
Realislic STA 84 25 odatts
••••(919110 mort•I',•9 () /,1110 :131 2062 Lat.ilr,ci
Irot, 20.2i7 k.1 •
$249 97 Shootout priCe $199

Realistic STA-90. 45 watts per channei, minimum RMS at 8 ohms from
20,20,000 Hz, with no more than 05".
THD Only 2 per store so get with it
today 431 2063 Catalog price
5379 95 Shontout price $289 95 •

II/ I`,

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

Realistic STA-235 55 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohrrs
from 20 20 000 Hz, with no more than 0 3% THD n31 2065 Audi
Catalog price $429 95 Shootout price 6329 95

add a turntable add a headphone

411e,

VISA

add a speaker

-

reduced 30 dollars compare at our price compare at our price
Realistic LAB 300
with autorT.,(1,

Realistic Nova 10 A Stf•••,,

0,1•,••t to_

(Irnportan,1(

kI"fla
Yon. notion'. 414(.1
.•,.0-10(‘ Is fe(Volfed to listi".••• ii, prs.ite 10

•
(1•14t
Stylus (1),•(1190t.
has, Dust 'oven, 44; 74,: I •(.1•.•.• r•4••

won/lri,i1S
pII091'S prrwurle 4'33

5159 95

Shootout price $129 95

.1.11

rat

1012

Only St 2 95

,Realistic Optimus T 100 Cr Allied ro genu
toe walnut wneer .1 3 waysstem meas
• I :5,12 . A high1,11111,1 ,,,Ihstanr,,ii
ly. 0f(
• 0104.t(9 9,51(orn0r9 440 2025
-Only 5'59 95 each at Radio Shack

at Radio Shack

THINK OF HI Fl. THINK OF REALISTIC THINK OF RADIO SHACK'

753.414 1

000_ •

n

reduced 50 dollars

Steak and Seafood

Restaurant •

Across From
New City Park

Olympic Plaza
12th Street

Mon.-Fri.10-7.
Sat. 10-6
Closed Sun.

Most .toni
also avail-Rot" 0
Rad,c •
I ook for
SKr
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1
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Corn Growers Win
_

Danny Cunningham,(center) president Young Farmers
Association, presents Max Hughes with awards for win- - _
fling the corn and soypean production contests. Max
Gore (left) was the winner in burley tobacco production
contest.

Young Farmers
Hold Banquet

The Calloway County Young State Convention to be held in
Farmer class held their an- Louisville on March 17 and 18.
nual recognition „banquet at Several members plan to,
House represent Calloway Count); at
Colonial
the
Smorgasbord, Friday, March this annual state event.
Young. Farmer chapter
10 at 7:00 p, m. Members,
Cunwives, and guests enjoyed the president, Danny
the
announced
ningham
sponsored
by
meal which...was
production contest winners.
the Bank of Murray.
Kelly,- - ola.ss .Max.Hughes won both the corn
irainy
president, was the master of and soybean production
ceremonies for the evening. and soybean production conThere has be‘n a young far- test with yields of 162 bushel
mer class in the county for Max Gore won the burley
several years but this was the tobacco production contest.
first year for it to be Hughes also won both regional
associated with the Kentucky events and wi4I represent the
Young Farmer Association, purchase region in the state
explained Johnnie Stockdale, contest. Local contest awards
of
compliments
vocational agriculture in- were
structor and advisor for the. Shoemaker Seed Company.
Officers of the Calloway
chapter. The program is
conducted - at the Murray- Young Farmers were elected
for 1978-79 year at the close of
Vocational Center.
The class reporter, Mike the meeting. Those elected
Burchett presented a slide were Dale Outland, president;
viceprogram reviewing chapter Mark, Paschall,
activities in local, state, and president Richard Jones,
national events. One of the secretary; Jerry Starks,
activities discussed was the treasurer; and Sheay Sykes,
Kentucky Young Farmer reporter.

TOP YIELDS — Carl Smith (right) congratulates Ike Allbritten (left) and Hal Allbritten
for winning two corn yield honors in competition recently. Smith is with Northrup-King
Seed Company.

Over 1200 corn producers
acre.
National Corn Growers
Also, Wallace Lassiter of from 44 states competed for
Association announced today
Puryear, Tenn., won in the the top national trophies and
the Kentucky state winners in
Non-irrigated, Class A awards. The 1977 contest had
the 1977 twenty-five National
division, producing 153.44 29 entries in the Irrigated
Corn Yield Contest.
Contest, 7 entries in the Class
First place in the Irrigated
bushels.
The National Corn Growers AA Non-Irrigated
Division went to William
Miles, Owensboro, with a yield Association's competition is and 1 in the Class A Nonof 183.75 bushels per acre. In the only non-commercial Irrigated Division with over
the Class- AA Non-Irrigated _nationwide cam yield oontest 200 bushels per acre.
Trophies and awards will be
Division, first place' in the requiring the largest field size
state went to Cecil Bradshaw, of twenty-five acres. The presented this summer at the
Nicholsville, with a yield of contest has been conducted for National Corn Growers
13 years.
Association awards meeting.
157.39 bushels per acre.
Second place in the Class AA
NorrIrrigated Division, went
to Silas Mingua, Paris, with a
yield of 153.58 bushels per
acre. There were no second or
Shield for you
third placings in the Irrigated
Division.
Ronnie Ross
Third place in the Class AA
210 E.Main
Non-Irrigated Division, went
Phone
753-0489
to Ike Allbritten, Murray, with
a yield of 138.37 bushels per
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'We Know How
Help. Thanks
For The
OPPortunity."

WITH GOOD WEATHER JUSTAROUND THE
CORNER, OUR MILL WILL UNDERGO A BIG
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VETERINARY
PRESCRIPTION
FEEDS
— Developed For You

Veterinalyd
Priscri ion
t.

1. Herd mineral vitamin supplement

LIVESTOCK FEN

2. Farm-O-Mineral - a sa/t free
100% mineral.
3. Dairy Mineral 12-12

FARNOINGTONI FEED & FARM SUPPLY, INC
NOR 11.41T AO

NET WT SO UIS

The way we see It...you're not just our
customers...you're our friends. We know how important your farm is to you...and we'll take a
special interest in helping you with your special
farm needs...loans, management, or just a bit of
- sound advice. Let's talk.

FDIC
noaolkl•

II

INN

Installation ofroller millfor dairy and
horse feeds, atyour request.
a 40,000 busheladditionalnew grain
storage, atyour request.
Sport Mix Feed Headquarters - Compare & Save

Bank of Murray

YOUR Nutrena
NEIGHBOR

ri

BERTETER

MillAddition

ANINNIWummmaillummINIIIIIIMENEINEW111111W

FARMINGTON, KY.

Nutr?na.Feeds

KENNETH WALKER

*NEWFOR

Always glad
to see you...
Always ready
to help...

FARM SUPPLY,INC.

Kenneth Walker wishes to say, "thanks," for your
tremendous response to our first six months of
operation, in serving the farm community with the
family ofquality

Doug Walker - Salesman
YO, RENPOLVAAALION

Officers elected for the Young Farmers Association
were: (top row left to right) Richard Jones, secretary;
Mark Paschall, vice president; Jerry Starks, treasurer(bottom left to right) Dale Outland, president Shea Sykes,
reporter; and Johnnie Stockdale, advisor.

ARMINGTON FEED

4. Super Cattle Booster Pack - for
growing young heifers and steers.

Eli

c2c1CIP1=1

PROPOSED PEW FACLITES

— NEW FOR YOU — DEMONSTRATED ON OUR
FARM
FARM TESTED LIVESTOCKEQUIPMENT
1. Bainbridge livestock Feeders - with stainless steelliners.
2. Belden Skits for farrowing housei and nurseries.
Galvanized and stainless steel.
3. Stingy Nipple Water= - no parts-no repair
4. Agriresources Equipment
A. Adjustabk Stingy Waterer on galvanized pipe. Simply attach water fine to your flexibk line in the finishing house - no
plumbing - sbnpk installation.
b. Quick open gate posts
C. Creep Feeders - guaranteed

OTHER ADDED SERVICES
— SHOP te PRICE —
1. GALVANWED AND ALUMINUM ROOFING
2. STEEL FENCEPOSTS
3. BARB WIRE
4. AMERICAN WIRE
5.PLYWOOD

INSTON FEED.& FAIIII SUPPLY,INC.TV::
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NOW HERE'S A TEAM
NORTHRUP KING
BI-STATE GRAIN
ELEVATOR AND CARRAWAY FARMS
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NORTHRUP
KING

HYbrin
Hal and Ike Allbritten, Calloway County - 3rd Place National
Corn Growerk Association in Kentucky,

Wallace .Lassiter - Henry County 1st Place Winner National
Corn Growers Association In Tennessee.

CALLOWAY
CO. KY.
*
Murray

Ns

tattalial

• puRysa

St

Paris
4.

HENRY CO.
Tennessee
rt.

Joe Pat Carraway
Carraway Farms
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-5522

I.

Carl Smith
Northrup King
Territory Manager

Walter Lee Steely
Bi-State Grain
Elevator Mgr.

Home Phone Area Code(618)634-9343
Office Phone Area Code(502)582-2686

Puryear, Tennessee
Phone 247-5367
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Carman Parks Honored
By Hazel Farmer Class
vocational
Carman Piiks who retired - Parks - as
at the close of the 1977 school agricultural teacher at
year after teaching vocational Calloway High and for the
agriculture-for-40 years was Hazel AdultFarmer Class.
During his teaching career,
presented with a plaque for his
services by the Hazel Adult Mr. Parks was elected as
Farmer Class at the annual president of the Kentucky
banquet.hosted:by the . Dees Vocational Agriculture
Bank of Hazel held at Colonial Teachers Association at the
House Smorgasbord on annual meeting held in August
1973 at Richmond. He has also
Saturday. March 11.
surprise served as president of the
Making
the
presentation was R. M. Vance Calloway County Teachers
who has been in the adult Association, director of the
farmer classes taught by Mr: Calloway - County Farm
Parks since 1937. Mr. Vance'Bureau and Calloway County
said Mr. Parks had been a Fair Board, layman of the
source of help and inspiration HazelUnited Methodist
to the class members and Church, and has membership
praised him for his services.. in FDEA, KEA, NEA, KVA,
Also praising Mr4, Parks .for KVATA,NVATA,and AVA.
Another service of Mr.
his efforts was another long
time class member, Tolbert Parks has been that of
timekeeper for the basketball
Story.
Mr. Park?' retired as a games throughout the past 40
vocational years. He started at Hazel
of
A teacher
-agriculture at Calloway High School in 1938 and conCounty High School at the tinued at Calloway County
close of the 1977 school year. High .School after con. Along with his .duties at the solidation. Mr. Parks said he
school, he also taught *the had been timekeeper for
Hazel Adult Farmer Class approximately one thousand
held each winter at the -Dees games and had only imissed
Bank of Hazel community three or four gatnes during the
past 40 years and these were
room.
Jamie Potta-sueceeded Mr. due talus-being out of town-on

HONORED FOR SERVICES — Carman Parks, center,
was presented with a special plaque for his long time
services as teacher of vocational agriculture by the
Hgazel Adult Farmer Class at the banquet, hosted by the
Dees Bank of Hazel, held Saturday, March 11, at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. Making the presentation
was R. M. Vance, right, long time member of the class.
On the left is Jamie Potts, teacher of vocational
agriculture, who succeeded Mr. Parks as teacher at
Calloway County High School and for the Hazel Adult
...fanner Class.

FFA or school business.
Mr. Parks is married to the
former Crystal Fondaw,
Southwest
teacher _ at
Calloway Elementary School,
and they have two sons, Max
and-Michael.
Randall Patterson,
president Of the Dees Bank,
welcomed the group and also
praised Mr. Parks for his
services. Mr. Potts also
praised Mr. Parks and
thanked the bank for letting
the class use the, bank
facilities for the class and for
hosting the dinner for the 16th
straight year for the members
and their guests.
Patterson also recognized
Wallace Lassiter, xlass
member, for winning in -the
national corn growing contest.
Attending the dinner were
Randaliband Hilda Patterson,
Mr. and Mrs. Carmon Parks,
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Potts,
Malea Turner,Tim Clendenin,
Greg Story. Denise Lowe, Mr.
and Mrs.' Wallace Lassiter,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner,
Mr. and Mrs. "Skeet" Myers,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Vinson,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Fox, Mr.
and Mrs.-- Elisha Taylor,
Teresa Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
Hildred Paschall, Mr. and
Mrs. James Wisehart, Mr. and
Mrs. Derrel Wilson, Mr. and
'Mrs. Eddy Wright, Mr. and
Mrs. James Gilbert Alton, Mr.
and Mrs. James Raspberry,
Mr. and Mrs. William Gerald
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs,
Tolbert Story, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Story; Mr. and Mrs.
Richard- Vance, Mr. and Mrs.
R. M. Fance, Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Ward, Brenda Over-cast; Mrr and Mrs.Edd Miller,
Terry Lynn and Jeffrey
Paschall, and Mr. and Mrs. J.
B. Burkeen.

Check *he freshness date
now carried on the package
of many perishable food
items. For both good quality
and safety, buy the freshest
products and use them before
that date, say food specialists
with the UK College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Service.

NOW WE
GUARANTEE
'MIME' ON
1H TRACTORS.

Helping The
Newborn Calf
The time immediately after
calving is critical In producing
live, healthy calves this
spring. There are a number of
things the cattleman can do
during this period to assure
his calves their best chance of
survival.
These suggestions for care
of the calf immediately after it
hits the ground come from
Ron Parker, Extension beef
cattle specialist at UK's West
Kentucky Substation.
"Once delivered, the calf
may need some stimulation to
start it breathing," Parker
says. "Do this by rubbing it
briskly, slapping it with, your
bare hand or tickling its
nostrils with a straw. Remove
mucus from the mouth and
throat." He says that placing
the calf with its head downhill
will help drain mucus and
fluid from the respiratory
system.
Calves that don't breathe
normally can be given. artificial respiration. Commercial respirators are
available, but the job also can
be-done With a short Section of
garden hose. Place the hose in
one nostril, clamping the other
nostril and mouth shut. At

Honor's For
Dairymen
Two Calloway County
dairymen, the late Paul
Blalock and the late Otley
White, Will be honored for
their services to the dairy
industry_and Calloway County
with a plaque to be placed in
their memory in the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center at Murray
State University by ,the
Calloway County Dairy' Herd
Improvement Association.
Jim Stahler, president of the
CDHIA, said the group voted
to place this plaque to honor
Mr. Blalock and Mr. White
"for the unselfish time and
services they gave for this
organization, the Jersey
Cattle Club, the dairy industry, and Calloway County."
Blalock-White Dairy Farm
is located on Murray Route
Four. Mr. White died last
summer and Mr. Blalock died
in _February. This action by
the CDHIA was taken at its
meeting on Feb. 20 and will be
made a permanent part of the
associational records. '

five- to seven-second intervals;blow air into the calf's
lungs through the hose and
then let the air escape.
Parker also points out the
critical role colostrum plays
in survival of your calves.
"Be certain that every calf
receives colostrum soon after
birth," the specialist advises,
pointing out that this first milk
supplies antibodies to the
bewhorn calf that are its WIN FFA COMPETITION — Chapter members of Calloway County High FFA
biggest defense against
organization recently won top honors at the Purchase Region Proficiency competition
disease.
on the campus of Murray State University. Among the awardees were (front left, front
The neiborn calf depends
row): Ricky Cunningham, Carol Cooper, chapter sweetheart who competeted in a
almost entirely en colostrum
sweetheart contest, Mace Rogers and Terry Paschalk (back row,troni left) Jamie Potts,
as an antibody source,"
chapter adviser, Brad Cook, Randy McCallon, Danny IGngins, David Watson, Tripp FurParker says. "The ,sooner a
ches
and Larry Gilbert,chaplet adviser.
calf receives cojostriun after
birth the better Iprotection
By DIANA TAYLOR
from diseacie wi be. The
Associated Press Writer
calf's ability to absorb antibodies from this milk
decreases rapidly within a few
hours after birth."
He adds that -saving and
freezing
first
milking
colostrum for
use in
emergencies is acceptable,
and that the producer should
try to give this substance to
any:catV that doesn't 'mime
soon after birth. Colostrum
may be available at local
Determining the frequency to determine the cir- tool for being able to help
dairies, he says.
surrounding identify problems and develop
According to the specialist, and type of farm accidents cumstances
programs from it," Piercy
each calf's navel Amid- be which_ perur each year in each.
With -that information, -he said.
dipped in an iodine solution. In Kentucky= aid what causes
The effort is being coorcases where extensive help in them - is the object of a said, safety specialists can
calving is required, broad survey planned by - the determine better means of dinated through the National
spectrum antibiotics should be University of Kentucky's educating the public on the Safety Council, he added.
avoidance of such accidents.
After five years, all 50 states
administered to both cow and College of Agriculture.
"There hasn't been a lot of
Such a survey "is something are to have completed their
calf:
"The cow should get up soon data on what the farm ac- that has been done in other surveys to provide farm acafter delivering her calf," cident problem really is," states prior to this time and cident information on a
Parker says. "A cow that Larry Piercy, a UK extension found to be a very successful national level.
specialist, said
remains down after delivery is safety
recently.
more apt to continue
straining, which increases the. "We're trying to survey 30
chance of a prolapsed uterus." counties in the state to get a
The specialist reminds better idea of what_the acthat,
under cident problems are so that we
cattlemen
favorable weather conditions, can do a better job of
there is no better place for developieg educational incalving than on good grass formation through the exFor Up To The Minute
sod. But the producer should tension program."
The
surveys,
conducted
by
be ready with facilities to
which the cow can be taken for volunteer interviewers in each
help in calving, an important county, will begin in April,
consideration following Piercy said.
"On an average there are 10
Hutson Grain Terminal
winters as severe as the last
to 15 volunteer interviewers
two have been. He recomPart-Of-Murray-Calkway
County
(in each county) and each will
mends that construction of
interview 12 of their neighfences and pens and location
bors," he added.
of the calving herd be planned
The volunteers will meet
Local
to make these moves as easy
with the families for
as possible.
Farmers
background information, then
will check back with them
every three months for a year
Ky.
Because there's usually acid to see if they have had any
in a marinade it's best to use a
Farmers
non-aluminum container when accidents during that time.
compiled,
data
is
Hours:I a.nt.-10 p.m. lion.-Sat.
After
the
you place meat or fish in the
Except Holidays
marinade. Acid may pit an Piercy said, it will be used to
safety
farm
develop
aluminiun utensil.
publications which will be sent
to the state's 120 counties.
During the next year or two,
"we'll
added,
he
be developing educational
programs."
Larry Moth - Mgrs. - Charles Sadler
The object of the survey is
not just to find out the number
of accidents, Piercy said, but

Agriscene

Survey. Aimed At
Farm Accidents

FARMERS!
Grain Prices
,Call....

474-2295

1-800-592-5409

Hutson Grain
Terminal

"Two years ago,
Frank and Jean
learned what dependable
ag finance really means."

Murray Ford
Tractor and
Equipment

Here are the fads on the new IH,
complete 2-year warranty...and, on
the extra benefits you get from
our participating IH Certified
Service Dealership.
The exclusive IN 2-year warranty: Most complete warranty ever offered for farm
tractors. Covers every single part-and labor-on your new IH tractor for two
full years or 1500 hours, whichever comes first. Only exceptions are tires and
radio, and these are warranted bi their own manufacturers.
No other tractor warranty even comes close. And it applies to all Series 86
two-wheel tractors over 85 ptohp, along with the IN 4-wheel models-the 4188,
4386, and 4586.
Extra benefits from IN Certified Service: As a Certified Service Dealer, we have
so much faith in the reliability of our lB tractors and service people that we can
iu#Ite the following guarantee:
lrwithin the first year of purchase, your new IH tractor needs repairs, we
will fix it free. And if repairs are not completed after three days, we will provide
you with a loaner tractor.
Stop in or call todaf. Check out the TB complete 2-year warranty and guaranteed "Uptime."

Paris Truck & Trador Co.
di

1

W. Wood St.
Paris, Tenn. 642-1882
INTERNATIONAL DEALER

Authorized Ford
Sales and Service,
Parts and Service
520 S. 4th, Murray

THE SIGN
to look for when
you're looking for

TRACTOR VALUE

Ford Tractor Equipment
Ford Lawn & Garden Equipment

It was a rough yea(for Frank and Jean,
but they found their way through it.
They also found that PCA really is the
dependable source of agriculture credit
... in good times and bad.

We are also authorized in...

WOODS
Cutters

You talk, we'll listen.
Jackson Purchase PCA
305 N. 46
Murray, Ky.

led".tors
Equ,pmeni

MODERN
Maoefaotwers
of agricultural
& industrial tractor
Implements

Neadquarters
for used
4-wheel drive
trucks
Scents
others

See: Carr Brandon of Frank Hwt
Sales - 759-4895 - Hours 8-5, % Day Sat.
Service 753-9482 lkows: 8-7, 8-? Sat.
. .. OPenlate BY APPointintan.

753-5602

Anita McCallon - Secretary
Keys F. keel - Field Offics.Meammr
'chord Price - Fisiciliiteresearittrvi
1.
N.
-

,
r--AmagNiurr

_
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Ryan Looking Like OtdSelf, Cardinals Lose
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
It's bad enough that most
pitchers usually are ahead of
the hitters in the early stages
of spring training but its
twice as bad when one of those
pitchers is named Nolan
Ryan.
As a rule, it. doesn't take
much except control for
baseball's hardest-throwing
pitcher — he was clocked at
100.9 miles an hour — to be
ahead .of opposing hitters. But
after a career that includes
four no-hitters, five onehitters and 11 two-hitters,
Ryan was plagued by a sore
arm during the final month of
1977.

'Breds Playing Superb
Baseball On Hawaii Trip

situation," he said. -There is
a lot of good talent here. If I fit
in, fine. If I don't, that's fine,
too. Just as long as I give my
best."
His best may prove to be
good enough.
"I like what I saw of
Downing," said Manager
Sparky Anderson.
Still another question-mark
hurler was in Sunday's
spotlight. Catfish Hunter
worked an inconclusive two
Innings, allowing three hits
and one run, as the New York
Yankees
downed
the
Baltimore Orioles 9-4.

What's the difference
between ranked among the top
three of four teams in the
nation and being ranked in the
top 20?
For
Murray
State
University, it may be only a
couple of weeks of decent
weather.
Having not been on the
baseball diamond since last
October and after hitting
rubber balls in the gymnasium, the 'Breds left
Thursday for Hawaii for an
eight-game roadstand.
Through the first six games,
the 'Breds are 2-4 and considering the handicaps caused
by terrible winter weather and
the fact Hawaii and Oklahoma
are among the top 10, that 2-4
record is remarkable. And of
those four losses, three have
been by one run while the
other loss was by two runs.
Friday, the 'Breds opened
their Hawaii trip with a 4-2
afternoon win over the hosts
then lost 1-0 Friday night to
Oklahoma. In those two
games, Murray banged out 24
hits and didn't make an error.

Darrell Porter drove in
three runs to help the Kansas
Royals beat the
City
Philadelphia Phillies 9-6 and
the Atlanta Braves clipped 20game winner Tommy John for
three first-inning runs and
turned back the Los Angeles
Dodgers 5-3.
Jorge Orta's three-run
double and Lamar Johnson's
homer highlighted a six-run
third inning as the Chicago
White Sox beat the Boston Red
Sox 9-2 and Juan Beniquez
collected three RBI as the
Texas Rangers nipped the
Montreal Expos6-5.

Any lingering doubts about
his condition were put to rest
Sunday when Nolan the K
fired four shutout innings in an
exhibition game his California
Angels lost to the Seattle
Mariners 8-3. Ryan allowed
three hits and didn't have a
walk or strikeout and the
SMILE FELLAS, YOU'RE WINNERS — Though the outcome of
Mariners didn't get on the
the genie is oll but in the bog, Mayfield's 6-8 David Yourighlood
scoreboard until after he
(left) and 6-6 Don Hubbard (right) show little emotion as they
departed.
are on the bench in the final seconds. The reason they show lit"I was pretty sure my arm
tle emotion is because both played so hard they were
was okay after throwing
exhausted.
batting practice three days in
(Stuff 'hetet by Oahe Ikeedea)
a row," said Ryan, who was
Tim Corcoran drove in four
only supposed to go three
innings but tacked on one runs with a three-run homerrt
more because he threw so few and double as the Detroit'
Tigers outslugged the Minpitches.
nesota Twins 9-5.
"I can't believe I made only
Nino
Bob
Espinosa,
37 pitches," continued Ryan, Apodaca and Juan Berenguer
who has. been known to uncork combined
. on a five-hitter as
that many in one .Inning. "I the New York Mets blanked
needed more work today."
the St. Louis Cardinals 4-0 and
Musial replied.
more emphasis is put on relief
By WILL GRIMSLEY
While Ryan is established as veteran Jesus Alou, playing in
"How much longer do you pitching today," Musial
AP Special Correspondent
one of the game's premier his first professional game
acknowledged. "But ball
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. intend to play?" Cobb asked.
Al since 1975, delivered a twohurlers, 36-year-old
."Maybe two years."
players were tougher in the
Downing, cast off by Los out, two-run double in the, (AP) — You won'find it in any
s
ome
you
..
give
me
old
"Let
days, having to come up
of
the
manuals,
but
a
Angeles, worked two scoreless bottom of the ninth to give the
innings as the Cincinnati Reds Houston Astros a 3-2 decision' ballplayer's longevity may advice," Cobb said.;'Wine is a through the minors, from D
depend on how much cream he great stimulant, good for the through Triple A. A good
edged the Pittsburgh Pirates over the Toronto Blue Jays.
6-5.
Jerry Turner's bases-loaded leaves out of his coffee or how system. Drink a little wine hitter can hit anytime. Cobb
The veteran left-hander is triple paced th,e San Diego much wine he pours into his every day and you'll find it would be hitting .350 to .400
very invigorating. It . will Way
trying to catch on with the Padres over the Oakland A's stomach.
These little dietary fetishes prolong your career."
Reds.
7-2. The remainder of the
were the closely guarded-- Cobb died in 1961 at age-75.
understand
the schedule was rained out.
"I
secret of the legendary Ty The old war horse's advice did
Cobb, who over a period of 24 not fall on deaf ears.
By The Associated Press
years -batted .367, stole 892
From that day on, I never
Saturday's Games
bases and — in the minds of used cream in my coffee,"
Cincinnati 9, Pittsburgh 4
many historians
became Musial said."I began drinking
Philadelphia 5, Toronto 4
XPt
I
()RV (.1.1 Arslt D
perhaps the .&reatest player of .a little wine for my stomach's
Montreal 4, Houston 3, 11
Murray had a 1-01ead after
all eime.
sake. You know what, I didn't innings
- six innings of play but in the
Stan "The Man" Musial,.— just play two more years. I
Texas 5.Kansas._City:4,10
--himeself one .of the all-time • played five.".
—seventh, the 'Breds -came ape,
innings
with four runs to, put the game
giants of the game, recalled
Stan the man, who broke in
San Francisco 8, Chieago
away. Doran Perdue led off
his long-time friendship with with the Cardinals at age 20,
(N )2
with a single and after catcher
the late Cobb while watching continued until 1963,. playing
Minnesota 11, Detroit 2
his St. Louis Cardinals and the 22 years and a month. He
Ted Poe walked, Al Luigs
St. Louis 4, New York (N)3
New York Mets launch the almost matched Cobb's ensingled in the first run and
. Atlanta 14, Los Angeles 3
exhibition season over the durance mark.
moved runners to second and
Boston 9, Chicago(A)0
weekend.
third.
A remarkable hitter with a
Milwaukee 7, Cleveland 3
"Back in 1958, when I was 38 stance that looked like a coiled
Tom Fehn then lined a
San Diego 10, Oakland 5
years old and getting near the spring, Musial finished with a
single over second and two
California 7, Seattle 6, 11
end of my career, the career batting average of .331
runs crossed. After Courtney
innings
GOOD TUES WED THUR
telephone rang in my hotel and became the Cardinals allgrounded out, the fourth run of
York TA ) 6, Baltimore 5
New
MARCH 14
room one morning," the pride time leader in nine departhe inning came when Tony
Sunday's Games
of Donora, Pa., now a member tments, ranging from most
grounder to third
a
Threatt
hit
Kansas City 9, Philadelphia
ON HANGERS
of the Cardinals board of games, 3,026, and most at
and the throw by Hawaii third
6
OR FOLDED
directors, said. "The voice at bats, 10,972, to most home
Curt Watanbe went
baseman
Houston 3, Toronto 2
the other end said, 'This is Ty runs, 475, and runs hatted_ in,
•
wild.
Detroit 9, Minnesota 5
Cobb. I saw you play last 1,951.
Hawaii added single tallies
LAUNDERED AND
Texas 6, Montreal 5
night. Could you have breakHe led the team in hitting
in the seventh and eighth
PRESSED TO
Chicago(Al 9, Boston 2
fast with me?'
seven times. In 1948, he led the
innings. Perdue led the eightPERFECTION
New York ( N )4, St. Louis 0
"I was really stunned Of National League in everything
hit Murray attack with three
Pittsburgh 5
6,
Cincinnati
GOOD ALL WEEK
course I accepted. I got Red except home'runs, beaten out
hits while Luigs had two hits
Atlanta 5, Los Angeles 3
Schoendienst to go along with by one by Johnny Mize. His
hit
Fehn
also
Tooley.
did
as
New York (Al 9, Baltimore 4
me."
batting average was .378.
safely.
San Francisco (SS) vs.
Excluding Rod Carew, why
Musial and Schoendienst
ppd.,
Milwaukee.
rain
averages
batting
found the diamond immortal have
Yakult vs. Cleveland, at
Please Bring
to be a- forceful, vibrant deteriorated to the point that
Coupons With
personality although in his 70s .300 now is a mark of ex- Tucson, Ariz., ppd., rain
San Diego 7, Oakland2
Your Cleaning
cellence?
- gruff, crusty and strongly
Seattle 8, California 3
"Ball parks are bigger and
opinionated.
COUPON
Musial ordered a cup of
St. Patricks
coffee and proceeded to dump
two spoonsful of sugar in and
Day
pour in a generous portion of
Special
cream.
Any Truly
"Shouldn't do that," Cobb
Green Dress $179
admonished tartly. "Bad for
(Regular Length)
you. Leave out one or the
You Nese PreN101 TIN
other."
The Murray State two-mile relay team went into the NCAA
CoN.D. Who.. 'V o,, Brets
Vogt
To soon..,r
Conversation followed a
Indoor Championships at Detroit's Cobo Hall ranked fourth
mope.Gooel
natural line of hitting
in the country. That's the way they left.
March 17, 1978
Regular Price $ 1.79
techniques, training patterns
The -Racers finished in a 7:36.1 and finished behind New
and general subjects when
Mexico, Villanova and Auburn.
Cobb suddenly shifted into
It was a quite disappointing race for Murray State, since
C.,.,n4.,,
another verbal gear.
the Racers had qualified in 7:30.5.
"Do you drink?" the old
Dave Rafferty got off to a terrible start and ran his opening
Sportcoats
Georgia Peach asked the v• 980 in 1:58.4 then Martyn Brewer took over and ran the
$1
Or
Cardinals hitting star.
second leg in 1:51.6. Pat Chimes ran a 1:52.4 third leg while
Sweaters
"Sure," replied Musial. "I
1:53.7.
Dave Warren anchored in
ge.nq say numb., TOO
petse.0
and
like a social drink oc.1) Thu cowpon tykeo yow11.1111
"On the last two legs, we were far out of the running and
iwing vow
DRY
casionally."
Tennessee
every
day
Ea-stern
and
wanted
Michigan
e
to stay in fourth but
cl•emeol to Repine $ CI•one,1
12th & Olive
"Wine?" Cobb asked.
were close to us so instead of running for times, we ran to
Coupon Good Thru
of the
CLEAN
753-9383
Mar-h 31 1W111
"Some, not necessarily,"
stay in front but that was fine,- MSU coach Bill Cornell said.
7;tfykkAar/4,
year...
r
New Mexico won in 7:27.5 while Villanova was second in
7:31 and Auburn third in 731.5. Murray won by .1 second
over-Ea:stern Michigifirand-Witore than seCond over TenAS clothes are expensive
All can benefit from our
nessee.
Sanitone drycleaning care
The distance medley relay team finished fourth in their
that keeps the colors alive
heat and did not qualify for the finals, finishing in 10:05.1.
the spotless appearance the
(ike-new iook and feel You
Keith O'Meally led of with a 1:57.7 half followed by Marget more enjoyment out of
shall Crawley with a 52.2 quarter, Mitch Johnston with a
grog on, nynItsOr To, mos, p• es•nT
your clothing when you use
3:03.9 three quarters and Jerry Odlin with a 4:11.3 mile.
our Sanitone.trycleaning to
'I.. coup*. +ON. you brag you.
keep thee looking lust right
Also, Axel Leitmayer, who had cleared 7-2 to win the OVC
eleon..q .o Soo.* I Clew.,
You Simi in longer garment life
,•„,„„„,
Indoor title, failed to clear 7-0 and went out at 6-10, not
,
1 -r-1
Mar
7-5
making the finals.
"We were a little disappointed we didn't finish higher in the
two-mile relay but all the members of the team did make AllAmeOca in .the event so that gives us four more AllCall for
753-2552
Americans
and we're proud of that," Cornell said.
Arcadia
Across From Nev
pick-up
N. 12th St.
The Racers will open their outdoor season with a dual meet
City PPARK
13th S. Mein
at Southeast Missouri Saturday.
A week from Tuesday, the Raceravrill hill Western Illinois
6th &
7y:
mime
,'JiM'.Clewic,r.t Ititeremed
_
InTkeellievaietfteditems•
_
_

Glass Of Wine Keeps Doctor
Away...Old Ty Cobb Theory

ielp
Tcy
Ce0r-

mai
led.
ates
heir
aca

Saturday, the 'Breds split,
The 'Breds will be idle today
SUNDAY'S GAMES
losing 1-0 in 11 innings to
Oklahoma won its third but will play two games
Oklahoma in the opener but consecutive one-run game Tuesday to close the trip.
bouncing back for a 54 win over the 'Breds with a 4-3
The team will spend some
over Hawaii in the nightcap. victory.
vacation time Wednesday and
In Sunday's action, the • Righthander Scott Durham Thursday and will fly out of
'Breds dropped a 4-3 game to hurled the distance for Hawaii at midnight ( Honolulu
Oklahoma and lost 5-3 in the Murray. He gave up the time) and arrive in Murray
nightcap to Hawaii.
winning run in the eighth sometime around 5 p.m.
_ In Saturday's first game, - -Inning when Don Morris Friday.
-sophomore southpaw Clay — tripled and scored on a single
Murray's home season will
Vingilder hurled the entire 11 by Terry Boegner.
open a week from Tuesday
innings for the 'Breds in the
Durham fanned three when Illinois is at Reagan
0 loss to the Sooners.
batters while giving up four Field for a twinbill.
Vangilder, backed by fine passes. Murray had six hits in
defense, walked six in the the contest with Luigs pacing
game and fanned two. He kept the attack with two while
Double Winner
the ball down and worked the Courtney, Perdue, Poe and
corners
well,
forcing Greg Cruse each had one hit.
1,0S ANGELES (AP) —
Oklahoma to beat the ball into
In the second game, Hawaii Greg Foster was a double
the dust. The 'Breds pulled off scored three unearned runs in winner as the UCLA track and
_three doublep lays in the the first inning in route to their field team won 13-of-11 events
game.
5-3 win.
Sunday and rolled to an 89-56
With one out in the 11th,
Sophomore righthander victory over Long Beach State
Terry Boegner singled and Cliff Buechel worked the in the opening
meet of the
stole second. Catcher Dan distance on the hill for MSU. season.
Teel's throw to second went He fanned two men and
Faster .won the 110-meter
into center and'Boegner went walked two in his eight innings high hurdles in a wind-aided
on to third. After a walk, Tim of work.
13.69 seconds and added the
Thompson of the Sooners then
Two walks, an error and a 100-meter dash title in a windhit a wicked liner to right- wild pitch produced the three aided 10.32, .his fastest timecenter. Tom Fehn of the Hawaii runs in the first inning. ever.
'Breds made a diving catch Buechel held Hawaii hitless
Mike Tully, who set a world
but Boegner tagged up and until the fifth inning. Murray indoor pole vault record of 18
scored on the play..
made it 3-1 in the fourth as feet 544 inches Saturday at the
Luigs walked, Perdue singled National Collegiate Athletic
Murray threatened in the . and Tooley singled to drive in
Association meet in Detroit,
last of the Ilth as Fehn led off a run.
was rested by UCLA Coach
with a shot to rightcenter but a
The 'Breds scored twice to Jim Bush.
shoestring catch took away a tie the game in the top of the
double. Greg Tooley and fifth as Niswonger and Mike
Robin Courtney both came up Calicchie--both--singled and
with infield hits after two were scored when Teel laced a twoMIAMI — Tom Weiskopf
out but Bill Wagoner grounded run triple to the wall.
shots rounds of 67 and 68 and
out to end the game.
Hawaii came back with two held off a challenge by Jack
Vangilder held Oklahoma to runs in the fifth as two walks,
Nicklaus to score a one-stroke
six hits. The 'Breds had eight a sacrifice and singles by victory in
the double-round
hits . with Al Luigs, Fehn, Collin Tanabe and Thad Reece finale of
The rain-plagued
Tooley,
Threatt, brought in the winning tallies. Doral Open Golf
Tony
Tournament. Courtney, Wagoner, Teel and
Darrell Niswonger all having
one hit apiece.
In the second game
HOUR
Saturday, junior righthander
DRY
Mark Riggins raised his
011_181lpi
career record to 8-0 with a 5-2
jPl
entral Shopping Center
--.E-7.
61E
Al
masterpiece over Hawaii.
Open 7 a m tog p m'
lil 11E401.1_Riggins fanned five, walked
fi Days A Week
1i =.It
four,and scattered nine hits in
-..rAiroae-..1
the game. '

Exhibition Scores

Captain D's,

One
ci_eaneRs

RAIN,
OR CAR

Monday-Friday

COATS
LADIES

Special
Fish&

JUMP lITS

2/2

99

ea

SLACKS
TROUSERS

9

SHIRTS

9

Chips&

HAVE A

Southern Style
Hush Puppies

Special

SHAMROCK
SAVINGS

Racer Two-Mile Relay
Team Fourth In Nation

SPREE
THIS

59

Value

19

atCaptain D's

I

Who?
Has All Your Plumbing
Supplies & Needs
Why PICKENS Of Course!

pia
Shirts 3 io,s
Laundered

9
S
Laundry & Cleaners

Boone

Featuring

AMERICAN
STANDARD

is -

•

•
—
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Powerful Ma leItWins
Tourney, Nips Lone Oak
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There was never any
• question about how good
• -Mayfield High School'sbasketball•team -cOuld be.
7 there was never any question
--about how good Lone Oak was.
But Saturday night in the
E1SU Sports Arena in the First

Region Tournament finals, the
"could-be" arrived and
Mayfield derailed Lone Olik
62-56 for a trip to the state
tourney next week.
The season for the Cardinals
has been almost like the
spring,4ing
And just like we're happy with
the recentresid to-ward

warmer weather, Mayfield
may be able to look ahead for
heat wave of success in
,
Louisville: if.
-If the Cardinals continue
to play defense like , they
played in the First Region
In11rnamehtl..---theY-444.1- Play
along with any'team in the

Mayfield was paced by
game with 5:56 left in the third
period when Fields called a Hubbalicl and Youngblood,
each of whom scored 16 points
timeout.
Mayfield scored four con- while Mills added 14 and.
secutive points to go back out Shelton 10. All' four were
by 10 but Lone Oak came back named to the All-Tournament
and managed to pull within Team.
thr.at the end of the quarter, For lane Oak.. sophominte...._.—.
40-37.
Stan Shuemaker scored 18
For the next seven minutes, while Tidwell closed his
-If Don Hubbard can play the game wasn't quite brilliant career with 17 points.
Lone ORk, whigh had, not
as.well well as he can sick, and. decided. Lone Oak managed
if David Youngblood can to grab a 43-42 lead on a 15- played Mayfield this season,
contiou• his play the way_its footer by- Barry - Tidwell_ and closes at 22-3 while Mayfield
been in the last few games, the Oakers led 45-44 before will carry a 23-5 mark into
then the Cardinals could go Hubbard and Youngblood hit their first round game with
jar.
back-to-back baskets to put Clay County next week.
For Mayfield coach Roger Mayfield up 48-45 with 4:18 left
_Fields, in his first year as the in the contest.
fg-fga ft-eta rb tp
17
3-15 34
d. coach, it _will _lie. his
But just.,1L secood,C_Iater, BrueeDrelser
--------ri- 34
second trip to Louisville. The Hubbard fouled out and Brent Dreher
4-9 14 5 9
9-14 04 2 16
first one came in 1964 when he Tidwell made two free throws Shoemaker
4-9 04 1 $
Wilkins
scored' 28 points to lead and it was only a 48-47 Felker
04 0-2 2 0
Totals
2641- 441 21 511
Mayfield to a 68-50 win over Mayfield lead. The teams
MIAOW
Ballard Memorial.
traded baskets until the 2:04
fg-fga ft-fta rb tp
"In 1964 when I played, mark when two free throws by Shelton --------------44 42. 2 10
0-1 4 16
11-13
there wasn't any pressure," Joey Shelton gave Mayfield a Hubbard
16
94
Youngblood
Fields said.
52-49 edge. Shelton hit one of Mills...3-7 11-1.3 2 14
0
04
0-0
3
"When you're a player, you two from the line at the 1:37 Clymer
IT'S NOT IN THE BAG YET is what Mayfield coach Roger Fields is probably telling his players in
166 3 6
3-3
Buck
only feel pressure until they mark for a 53-49 lead before Totals
25-47 12-20 23 62
this tinwpout in the last minutes of action in the title game Saturday. Mayfield has not been to
10 0 19 19-36
tip it up. But when you're a Brent Dreher scored from Lone Oak
the state tourney since Fields scored 28 points to lead the Cardinals to the regional title in 1964.
16 14 10 221-62
Mayfield
coach, you don't ever lose the under with 1:22 left to make it
butterflies. You don't get to -53-51.
the regional finals many times - Then with 1:01 left in the
and when you to, you have-to game,the turning point came.
take advantage of it," Fields Mayfield led 55-51 as just 10
added.
seconds earlier, Shelton had
The thing the Cardinals took scored on a rebound.
advantage of was their size.
Lone Oak was still in the
They intimidated the hot- game but a charging foul on
shooting Lone Oak team. Lone Tidwell brought forth-perhaps
Oak had come into the game an angry word ortwo from the
on the heels of 55 of 83 from the 6-1 senior. Tidwell was hit with
field in their first two tourney a technical and Mayfield hit
games, a remarkable .662 Lone Oak with sophomore Wes
pace. But they hadn't tried Mills.
shooting over people like 64
Mills. -made- the -borriis
David Youngblood and 6-6 Don situation and the technical
Hubbard.
shot and it was a 58-51 lead and
When the Oakers drove to all over. In the final 90
the basket, they often rushed seeonds,„.Mills made seven of
A78-13 blackwall
plus $1.71 F.E.T.
shots. Lone Oak's shooting fell nine free throws.
per tire.
off considerably as they made
Youngblood joined Hubbard
No trade needed.
16-of1111F-thLt-tftle game for a on the bench in the final
.510 clip. r.
seconds as he collected his
Custom Pcmer Cusluctin
But the rebounding. was fifth foul but by that time, both*
Ilego44, soy.osr Plat E-E.I.
Blackwall
.
Price.
PRICE
No Trate
yjkze
probe* the key in the game. players were wearing smiles.
Polyglas
Each
EACH
Needed
Mayfield had only two more
-We were just fortunate to
Goodyear's best-selling glass belted
. 07K-14
40.65 -$32.50
$2.07
rebounds .but it was the play have the four or five-point lead
tire! Double fiberglasa_:beits for sta533.05
$2.19
E711-14
$41.35
hi-lily. Polyester corstbody for smooth
on the deiensive boards That when they were gone," Fields
$44.70 .$15.7, ' $2.34
F78-14
tread
patDurable
use-proved
ride.
made the difference.
said.
$37.25
$2.47 ,..,
070-14, $46.60
tern for traction. Ntiw's the time to
"They only had one of- • "We had five guards in and
$47.75
G78-15
$30.20
$2.55
-buy this 1978 new car tire and save
fensive rebound in the first went to a stall. Mills really
H78-15
$51.35 . $41.05 . $237
20%.
half," Fields said.
had a great tournament for us.
Of@ Ends Sat.Night RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your size we will issue you a rain check, assuring future deliver; at the advertised pri. e
Most of the damage by He's starting to come around
Mayfield was done in the first and I hope he can get some
half - The Cardinals never size on him. He has the ability
trailed in the first period and to be a great ballplaxer..-- ,
took a 16-10 lead into the
"We started in a man-tosecond quarter where they man and I think by the time
Plus
878-13
Blackwall
OUR
F.E.T. and
upped the lead to as much as we finally went to a zone, we
PRICE
Size
blackwall
old tire
plus $1.72
Our everyday low price for -de14 points before settling for a were worn out. But once we
E78-14
$73.50
$2.03
F.E.T. and
pendable bias-ply construction.
30-18 lead at intermission.
got that 10 or-12-point lead in
tire
old
F78-14
$25.00
$2.04
quality.
Goodyear
tread,
and
rib
Lone Oak came out with a the first half, it was evident
$2.19
G78-14
326.50
Put this favorite on your car blitz in the second half, Lone Oak's shooting was off,"
why pa' more!
$27.50
G78-15,
$2 38
making their first three shots Fields added.
while Mayfield couldn't
connect and it was' a 30-24

GOODIrliflEAR

0
DRIVING THE LANE fora bucket is Brent Droller (20) of Lone
Oak while David Youngblood (32) of the Cardinals gots ready
to go up for on attempt at blocking the shot. Youngblood had a
super tourney and was one of fair Cardinals named to the All.
Tournament Team. _

First Region All-Tourney Teams
BOYS
NAME
SCHOOL
Barry Tidwell, Lone Oak
_
Brentilreher,LoneDak
--Frank Gilliam, Murray
Chris Davis,Paducah Tilghman ,
Wes Mills, Mayfield
David Youngblood, Mayfield
Don Hubbard,Mayfield
Dennis Foust, Marshall County
Jeff Brandon, Marshall County
I
Joey Shelton, Mayfield

HT. POS. CLASS
8-1 G-F
12
1P2
1P-C 12
12
6-24 F-C
12
6-2% F
10
54% G
11
6-7/
1
2 C
6-5% F
12
5-10 G
12
64% C
12
6-2
F
12

X

GIRLS
SCHOOL
NAME
Tonya Alexander, Murray
Lisa Bean,Carlisle
Tamara Buchanan,Ballard Memorial
Deena Hart,Lowes
Barbara Johnson,Paducah Tilghman
Cindy Rambo,Carlisle County
Rose Ross,Calloway County
Catherine Simmons, Murray
Tammy Simmons,Lowes
Cindy Smith,Lowes
Mina Todd,Calloway County

POS. CLASS
C
G
11
G
11
G
10
F
11
G
12
11
G
10
F
12
G
10
C
10
F

SAVE20%
DOUBLE BELTED POLYGLAS...Chosen
By Detroit For Use On Many 1978 Cars!

2for

Low Price Bargain!

'All-Weather'78

Just Say'Charge It'

Pro Cage Standings
By The Associatecirress
National
Basketball
Association
EASTERNCONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct. GB
Phila - 46 20 .697 N York
36 31 .537 10%
Boston
24 39 - .381 20'2
Buffalo
24 41 .369 2112
N. Jer. 17 52
.246 30%
Central Division
S.An.
41 25
.621 Wash
35 30 .538 *5'2
Atlanta
34 35 .493 8'2
Cleve
32 35 .478 - 912
N. Or, 33 36
.478 912

Use any of these other ways to buy Our Own Cusiwener Credit Plan • Master Change
• (SahlfAnseficaffl • Aaseiswa• lapses' Card • Carte Blanche • DO!, Club • Cash

GOodwar Revelling Charge Account
,81cIlla7 sic, •

See Your Independent Dealer For His Price and Credit Terms P•ices As Shown At Gondyear

ELJER
Fashions Your Bathroom
With Color
Large Selection In Stock And
Ready For Immediate Delivery!

Murray Supply Co. Inc.
_
Murray, K

SforPs In All

L1114,

Se .e

By ISIS Newspaper

No Hassle Auto Service...For More Good Years In Your Car!

LUBE & OIL CHANGE
Major

ENGINE
TUNE-UP

Up To 5 Quarts
Oil
Brand 10/30 Grade
_

,. ,iCon and
WINTER TIRE
CHANGEOVER

eeri.
chassis
changlu
Oil

IT COSTS
YOU FIVE
MINUTES
NO CASH

COMPLETE
INCLUDES 2 FREE PLASTIC
STORAGE SAGS FOR TIRES

'Ms

• We inspect all cooling systern hoses and engine tan belts
• We recommend reptireeinent
parts (if needed)and their costs

,14

s

Parts extra
if needed

IMPROVES TIRE MILEAGE, r
HANDLING, AND CONTROL
• Inspect and rotate all 4 tires •
Adjust caster, camber. & toe-into
manufacturers specifications • Inspect steering and suspension
components • Road test car • Er
chides front-wheel drive cars

GOODYEAR
MUFFLER
Insta
$
28
88
Most U S.
made cars -'
parts extra
if needed _P. M.oets_or exceeds every
auto Makers specifications •
Lifetime limited warranty' Free
replacement if muffler fails due
to rust, blowout, faulty workmanship; materials, or wear for
t _ as long as you own your car

a

, $408848 "$368
b (13
cyl.

Most U S & some foreIgn
cars Oepending,p.n mai*

SSE
IFSELT AND
HOSE CHECK

$299

Remove dr Odertroum
2.0nter tires
• install or remount
2 regular tires
,please pNone
appoirtenee'

$1388

88

Helps protect parts - ensures smooth, quiet perfarmarIce • Includes light
trucks • Please phone tor
vaopoiroment

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
41 26 .606
Denver
34 33 .507 7
Mlw
33 35 .485 8'2
Chcgo
Detroit
31 35 .470 912
26 41 .388 15
K.C.
25 42 .373 16
Ind
Pacific Division
53 14 .791
Port
42 26 .618 111
Phnix
/
2
36 30 . .545
Seattle
Los A.
16 30
.545 1612
Gldn St
32 34 .485 2012
Saturday's Games
New York 126, New Jersey
117
San Antonio 116, Washington
101
Seattle 93, Houston 91
Phoenix 120,Los Angeles114
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia 105,Boston 103
Detroit 130, New Jersey 125
Atknta 98, Milwaukee93
Buff.alo 96,Portland 90
Denver 98, Chicago 95
Cleveland 95, Indiana 90
Golden State 113,KansasCity
108
Los Angeles 128,Phoenix112
Monday's-Games
No_geines,a_Fh!dnier!..

GOOD 9r7kEAR

•

Price includes parts and labor
54 less for electronic ignition.
SAVES GAS, GIVES FAST
STARTS IN ANY WEATHER
• Electronic engine, starting,
and charging system analysis• Install new points, prugs, condenser
• Set dwell and time engine 10
specifications • Adjust carburetor
tor fuel economy • Cars with air
conditioning $2 more • Includes
Datsun, VW. Ttryota. and light
trucks.

AUTCI
RUSTPROOFING
$
89
95
7
'
. Limited warranty
5 years new cars
2 years used cars
!-40 23 Maw areas U1010/401, Iualerf
with GoodyearY sealant it:Insulate,
and dampens sound • Helps protect
metal from salt, moisture and road
chemicals • kelps prtudent rust on..
new cues
he.ps beep rust from
spreading on older cars • Applied
by trained technicians

Just Say'Charge It'
se any of these 7 01hefe'lf2Ys n buy Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BankAmericard • American E xpress, Moiler Card • Carte Blan,fie • Dinets Club • Cash

I=TALD:113
Goodyear Revolving`Charge Account
P,e and (fell?

GOODIVEAR

7,

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Mgr. R. Cartwright
721 S. 12th St.
Murray,Ky.
753-0596.

Store Nears: 7:30 A.M. and 8:00 P.M. Daily Open Friday anti 8:00 p.m.
„ Mgr. L.G. Glossal
Mgr. E. wine
Mgr. T. Temkin
100 S. Stateline
315W.Broadway
600 Jefferson
Fulton, Ky.
"Paducah,
Mayfield,Ky.
472-1000
442-5484 247-3711
y

4.

S
PAO 11 TNI MURRAY,
Ihr.,111341111,TWO,Meaday, Mara 13, 19711

Knight Says Hoosiers
Didril Deserve To Win
over Kansas and Arkansas regular ci-Rson. For La Salle. with 14 minutes left. Griffith
By KEN RAPPOPORT
whipped Weber State 73-52 in the result was the, same as and Williams, spurred on by a
AP Sports Writer
Indiana and Duke are the West regional, which also. when,the Wildcats won 82-79 halftime pep, talk by .Coach
Denny Crum, combinedlor 46among the survivors after the saw San Francisco beat North earlier in the year.
Keith Herron overcame a points.
first round of the NCAA Carolina 68-64 and Fullerton
"We talked about execution
basketball playoffs, but it very State upset New Mexico 90-85. sore left knee to lead
The NCAA playoffs will Villanova with 24 points, and at the half," said Crum.
well could have been Furman
resume Thursday night with the Wildcats got an in- "Sometimes you go through
and Rhode Island instead.
In fact, if you listen to the regional semifinals in the spirational halftime pep talk the motions but don't execute.
winning coaches, it SHOULD West and Mideast. The West from Coach Rollie Massimino That's what- we were doing.
We gut a little ahead at the
_hayebeen Furman and Rhode Regional pairs UCLA against when they were losing 49-46.
buster Matheney scored 10 beginning, then let up. You
Arkansas and Safi F1'ancisco
Island.
"I don't think we deserved vs. Fullerton State. In the of his 36 points in- the second don't- let up against a good
to win," said Indiana's Bobby Mideast, it's Michigan State overtime period-to lead Utah team. Then we started to do
Knight after a close-call 63-62 meeting Western -Kentucky cover-Missouri; -The Utes were the little things right."
Victory over Furman in the and Miami of Ohio -against tested to the limit by a CinFirst Round
derella Missouri team that
Fast regionals Sunday. "We Kentucky,,
REtIONAL
siveArt
playoffs
the
to
advanced
had
and
Penn
Duke plays
made too many mistakes.
March 11
in
record
losing
only
the
with
the
in.
Villanova
meets
Indiana
free
many
too
They got
At13E111101k FIRST REGION CHAMPS lbe Mayfield Cardinals display their trophy for winning the First Region Tournament. The Carsilivals,
throws, they got the breaks. East Regional on Friday. In the 32-team field.
Miami,
Ohio 84, Marquette
from
week
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back
tourney
state
Utah struggled
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eight-point
an
and
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Utah
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State
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in
go
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more of the plays in the last_ De-Paul vs. Louisville.
Providence63
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seven or eight minutes." '• At Knoxville, Tenn..
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that
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similar thoughts
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by Furman. Carter's
squeezed
Devils,
Western Kentucky 87,
unheralded Rhode Island by the Hoosiers a 63-58 lead, period.
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a
survived
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a
withstand
them
an identical 63-62 score in the helping
WEST REGIONAL
the Furman flurry in the last eight cent shooting performance by
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game
other
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and
half
first
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seconds.
doubleheader at Charlotte,
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Arkansas 73, Weber State 52
seconds
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The Murray State tennis
win
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know
*"Our players
UCLA 83, Kansas 76
team lost two matches this
didn't play well," he said. when they threw away an remaining to beat the Blue
At Tempe, Ariz.
at
weekend in a triangular at
"Nothing went in „gear. inbounds pass in the closing Jays. DePaul trailed 48-34
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a
at
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Memphis State.
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Furman
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time
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March 12
Dame's
vancing to secondround points, including two foul points to spark Notre
Edwardsville, the top-ranked
At Charlotte, N.C.
Houston.
of
rout
unexpected
to
left,
seconds
17
with
shots
week.
games later this
Division Two tennis team,also
Indiana 63, Furman 62
were never in any
In the other East regional lead Duke's conquest of Rhode The Irish
1
won 9-0 over the Racers.
Duke 63, Rhode Island 62
as
game
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in
trouble
doubleheader at Philadelphia, Island. The ur.derdog Rams real
At Philadelphia
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Against Murray, Melthe
pull
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103, La Salle 97
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By ALEX SACHARE
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128-112.
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Bernard, he's a good dude,"
doubleheader, Utah. turned easy
AP Sparta Writer
MIDWEST REGIONAL
shooting by
76ers l05t Celtics 103
86-79 in double homestretch. Williams scored advantage of cold
Though Murray failed to win
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back
Four players fouled out, 92 said- Lanigi-,-the 6-foot-11, 260praints
Marcie 12
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scored
Free
by
hut
and
shooting
Lloyd
John's
St.
but
a match, it should be noted free._ throws were taken, pound captain of the Pistons.
'overtime and DePaul edged 27 points for Rhode Island,
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to
Gminski
sent
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too
feel
foul
fifth
didn't
his
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other.
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second
the
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only
that it
Creighton 80-78.
referees Lee Jones
Utah 86, Missouri 79, 2 OTs
eluding the last five for
Williams to beat the Redrnen.
outing of the season for the Bavetta called 66 personal toward the Nets' 6-7 rookie in
Lduisville whipped St. John's the line for the decisive free
DePaul
80, Creighton 78
held
76ers
just
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who
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Redmen,
Philadelphia,
The
and Notre Dame blasted throws.
Racers while Memphis State fouls and seven technicals, a the second quarter. That's
At Tulsa, Okla.
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from
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scored
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when
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Houston 100-77.
has played 10 matches and fight between Bob Lanier and
Louisville 76, St. John's,
suffered a scoring drought of
led the Sixers with 23 points.
Eight other teams survived points to lead Penn over St.
SIU-E has played 11.
Bernard King spilled over into and King hurled the ball at
95
Bulls
in the N.Y.,68
98,
minutes
six
Nuggets
nearly
Quakers'
the
in
the
on
hitting
him
Lanier,
Bonaventure
the
first-round action in
the stands it was a wild day
Notre Dame 100, Houston 77
and trailed 55-38
Bobby Jones hit a threestomach.
regionals on home court at Philadelphia's second half
The Racers will open with a in Piscataway.
seconds to Mideast and West
34
with
-play
point
rallied
Quakers
The
Palestra.
cleared
=op
Satiirciaral-TOWIF
homesland
When the
Lanier charged after King, _ play to give Denver a 94-93 Saturday.
visits for a dual match then Sunday, the Detroit Pistons ehasing.him into the front row,.
Mianii. of. Ohio: shocked from a 42-37 halftime deficit to
lead and Bobby Wilkerson and
the
over
victory
84-81 in ooertiini- -win it:, 130-125
.will
have
Murray
a
had
Marquette
next week.
of the stands, with players Jones sank two free throws
Feee For The Asking
"In the second half it was a
State beat
home dual matches with New Jersey Nets. And the two from both"-tearns in hot pur_Michigan
and
apiece in the closing seconds
write
77-63 in the tremendous advantage to
Marquette and Indiana State. main comtatants were out suit. No punches were thrown
Providence
to wrap up the victory.
other Mideast have the house going for us,"
the
In
Mideast.
but Lanier ended up on top of
Hawks 98, Bucks 93
contests,- it was Kentuckypver "- said Penn Coach Bob
King-- and both were on top
Armond Hill converted two'
State 85-76 arid Weinhauer.
.1-a
of a number spf spectators.
Box 3-07, Murray, KY 42071
steals into four straight poinçs Florida
The Villanova-La Salle
"I'm a fighter, yeah, right," early in the final period to he}p Western Kentucky over
game picked up where the
Syracuse 87-86 in overtime,
the normally mild-mannered Atlanta beat Milwaukee.
83-76 winner teams left off during the
an
was
UCLA
Lanier said sarcastically after
Braves98, Blazers 90
the game. "That's the last
Larry McNeill scored five
thing I am. I'm not into this points and made a key steal in
thing where you get hurt and the final two minutes to help
you hurt other people."
Buffalo beat Portland.
Both players were ejected
Cavaliers 95, Pacers 90
from the game but apparently
Cleveland moved a fraction
were not holding any grudges. of a percentage point ahead of
They met in the hallway and New Orleans in the battle for
decided to go get a bite to eat. the final Eastern Conference
In other National Basketball playoff spot by beating
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Association games Sunday, Indiana.
Ky.
Murray,
the Philadelphia 76ers edged
Warriors 113, Kings 106
the Boston Celtics 105-103, the
Golden State, after trailing
Atlanta Hawks defeated the by as many as 17 points in the
Milwaukee Bucks 98-93, the fourth quarter, outscored
Photo Hours Dail 10-1 2-5 64 • Sat. 10-1 24:30
Buffalo Braves trimmed the Kansas City 38-12 down the
'
Portland Trail Blazers 96-90, stretch, including the last 4&
s,...,,
the Denver Nuggets nipped points of the game.
the Chicago Bulls 98-95, the
Lakers 128,Suns 112
Cleveland Cavaliers defeated
Los Angeles topped Phoenix
the Indiana Pacers 95-90, the for the first time this season as
Golden State Warriors topped Adrian Dantley scored 37
the Kansas City Kings 113-106 points and Kareem Abduland the Los Angeles Lakers Jabbar added 32.
.:.
IOW
,

Racer TenmsTeam Loses
Two Matches

Lanier, King Fight Then Get
Together For Night On Town

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

00*

5 Days Only

Tue., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
March 14-15-16-17-18

Wednesday, March 15th
Is The Annual

Murray Optimist Club
Burger Day
at
Burger Queen

40
•

.
...
BABIES
CHILDREN
ADULTS

,..;,
If-

N

'

Members of The Murray Optimist Club will run

PLUS
FAMILY GROUr
PORTANT;

Burger Queen throughout the day and
Burger Queen will contribute the days profits

.
864t

to the club's youth programs.

8x10
PORTRAIT
IN

Eat At Burger Queen Wednesday
and help the youth of Calloway County
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NEW!
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FREE PORTRAIT OF GRANDPARENTS
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i. legal Notice

1 legal Notice

31EI X IC 31:0

1, legal Notice
,LE AL NOTICE
• -LEGAL NOTICE
Afloat-settlement of ife-final settlement of
accounts has been filed
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway"District
in the Calloway District
Court by Joe Rob Haley,
court by Beverly Wyatt,
Executor, of the estate
lyhninistratrix.• of the
of Cappie Moline Haley,.
estate'of Porter White,
deceased exceptions to
deceased exceptions to
this settlement must be
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
District . Court on or
before March 22, 1978,
before March 22, 1978,
the date of hearing.
the date of hearing.
Frances W.Shea,Clerk
Frances W,Shea;Clerk
by Leah Workman DC
by Leah Workman DC

NOTICE TO
CRFDITORS

15 Articies Fo, Salt
.
55 GALLON - DRUMS,
FOUND ADULT pure
Thornton Tile and
white female cat. Call - Marble, South 9th. Call
-753-5719.
753-8146.
•

'COMMONWEALTI1 OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF
The,following Estates
TRANSPORTATION
Fiduciary appointments
BUREAU OF
have been made in the
HIGHWAYS
Calloway District Court.
NOTICE TO
All claims against these
CONTRACTORS
- estates should be filed
Sealed bids will be
with the Fiduciary
the
received, by
within six months of
Bureau of Highways,
date of qualification.
at its office, FrankNuel I.. McNutt, Deed,
fort, Kentucky until
526 S. 7th Street, Murray
10:00 A. M. Eastern
.Ky,Ronnie.McNutt,.1902
Standard Time on the
Sherry Lane, Murray,
24 day of March, 1978,
2. Notice
LEGAL NOTICE Ky., Executor.
at which time bids will
A final lettlement of
._,Mary Jewell NIcCuistori,
be.publicly opened and
. Accounts has,been filed
Dec'd New Concord,
read for the imin the Calloway District
Ky., George Black. RI
provement of:
Court by Otha Mae
6, Murray, Ky.. AdCALLOWAY COUN.Darnell,
AdFire
753-1441
ministrator.
TY,SP 018-641X-00-02:
ministratrix, of the
Police
153-1621
Herbert C. Underwood,
Fourth Street in
estate of Walter C. Gore,
Dec'd.108 N. 12th Street,
Itescite
753-6952
(US641X)
Murray
deceased. Exceptions to
Murray,. Ky., Ronald C.
Ambaidtke
753-9332
KY
121
from
this.settlement must be
UnderWOod, Box 549,
Hospital
Sycamore
Street)
filed in the Calloway
Murray, Ky. Executor.,
Emergency
753-5131
MP 0.6941 to KY 94
District Court on. or
LurjineL Pierce, Deed,
Humane
Main Street) MPir
before darch 22, 1978,.
111.5 Circararna
Society
753-3535
1.2221, a distance of P
the date of hearing.
Murray, Ky Aggie Lee
Comprehensive
0.528 mile. Bituminous
" Frances W.Shea,Clerk
Paschall, 1113' CirCare . .
. 753-6622
Surface.
by Leah Workman DC
cararna Drive, Murray,
VAROUS COUNTIPoison Control . . . 753-75U
Ky., Executrix.:
LEGAL NOTICE`
ES, PMS 005 (22), SP
Senior Citizens . . . 153-0929
John M. Rowlett, Deed.
A final settlement of
121-SW99:
Varous
Needline
753-NEED
William M. Rowlett,- 120
accounts has been filed
Roads. Replacement
learn To Read . . 753-22U
Sunset
Circle,
S.
in the Calloway District
of Raised Pavement
Hopkinsville,
2240, , Markers.
Court by TO Lawson;
. • KY-. 4.
.
Executor.
Administrator,- cf the
The Bureau of HighFrances W.Shea, Clerk
estate of Birdie Lawson,
ways herebx__notifies
'by Leah Workman DC all bidders that it will
deceased.‘ Exceptions to
this settlement milli be
affirpatively insure
filed in the Calloway
that in any contract
PEANUTS
District Court on or
entered into pursuant
)Z::::
before March 22, 1978,
to this advertisement,
-,,.
the date of hearing. ,
minority business en- -..- .."..r..._,.,.,,,.
- 1 ,,,,.....,,,
_. ,
- Frances W.Shea,Clerk •
terprises will -be afby Leah Workman DC
forded full opportunity
to submit bids in
response to this inLEGAL NOTICE
vitation, and will not
A final settlement of
be ,discriminated
accounts has been hied
against on the ground
in the Calloway District
of race, color or
Court by Taylor Unnational origin in conderhill, Executor of the
News, Society and
sideration for an
estate of Ronnie Lynn
Sports
753- 1918 award.
Underhill, deceased
Retail Display ad
Bid Proposals for all
exceptions to this setvertising 753-1919..
projects
will
be
tlement must be filed in
Classified Display,
available until 9:00 A.'
the Calloway District
Classified,
-CirM. EASTERN STANCourt on or before
culation and the
DARD
TIME,
March 22, 1978, the date
Business Office may
FRIDAY, MARCH 24,
of hearing.
.
be .reached on 753- •
197, at the Division of
Frances W.Shea, deck
1916 and 753-1917
Contract Procizemenby Leah workman DC
I Bid Proposjls tot'all
projects
ill
be
available at a cost of
$2 each and remitThe City of Murray will accept bids on a iractor
tance payable to State
and mower attachment to be used in the cemetery.
Treasurer of Kentucky
Specifications may be plcked up at the Clerk's Ofaccompany
must
fice, City Hall Building, located at 5th & Poplar
request for proposals.
Street, Murray, Kentucky. Bids will be accepted upNON REFUNDABLtil noon March 23rd, 1978.
E) BID PROPOSALS
ARE ISSUED'ONLY
TO PREQUALIFIED
CONTRACTORS.
Specimen Proposals
for all•ptojects will be
;
All dogs must be vaccinated, licensed and
available to all ink
tagged in city limits. All owners responterested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NON
sible for dogs will be charged. Please
REFUNDABLE).Spekeep your pets tied or in pen.
cimen ProphsaLs canThank You,
not be used for bidYour
Warden
Dog
ding.

•

LOOKING FOR people
with integrity who like
to work with people.
30,000 first' year, 40,000
2nd year possible. Call
for appointment only,
753-3763.
Adv•rtlsers

requested _pi chock the

If You
Need Them:

•

first Insertion of ads for
corr•ction
• This
will -r•
n•wspaptar
r•sponsibl• for only ono
incorrect insertion ANY
BE
ERROR SHOULD
REPORTED
(M..
MEDIATELY SO. PLEASE
CHECK
AD
YOUR
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN -CASE'
OF AN ERROR
4

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

Social Concerns,
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

i

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

Plumbing & Electrical Supplies at

whbrewt-ph---.

Murray Nome
& Auto

BIBLE FACTS INC.
Consider Isaiah 53:5 and
Matthew 6:33. These are
the answers! Have you
tried . everything - else?
.Why not try Matthew
6:53? It istasy! There is
,NO other way to find
HAPPINESS! For Bible
answers, individual
study or study by phone
call 753-0984.
FOR
WATKINS
Products., Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th,, phone 753-3128.

NOTICE

For all your small
appliance
repair
call...

NANCY
‘10L) NE ED A HOBBY TRY )
COLLECTItvG OR
COIN COLLECTING
'STAMPS

Murray Nome
& Auto

BORE
--LL TRY COIN.
COLLECTING

BEETLE BAILEY
WHAT 20 YOU )
PO FOR YOUR
-CRAMPS,

WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
JOE BAILEY AND
LINDA DILL'S Flea
Market is now. . . "The
Country Image." Gifts,
souvenirs, fireworks,
Mexican imports,
handmade items, sheet
fiberglass in colors,
fiberglass underpinning
and fiberglass roofing.
Big
RE-OPENING
MARCH 1ST. At The
Country Image, 3 miles
West of Dover, Term.
Highway 79 at the Big
Indian.

THE
( THINS
EVERY

SAME OLP
YEAR

ZERO?

•

3
KONDIE
3051-1, ( I'VE GO7 TO GET TO THE
4-M05'r THREE
BANK 5E7-ORE IT
0 C-CCK
C-OSES'

.

C.:14

Ms/

)

Rh
Negative
Needed

2E5 A LOLLIPCP
I GET BACK'

c
.C?

r
: /
:74

'

(
‘- fr

Earn $25-$100 weeklY
as a Plasma donor. Rh
negative persons who
have had Rh Incompatible pregnancies or history of transfusion reactions are
urgently needed for
preparation of life
saving vaccines.

THE PHANTOM

rieu

VON

7
•-E

0N

7,44

HOu5E8C147...

,;

Tennessee
Biological
Products, lute.
Nashville, Tenn.
100 Oaks Office
Towers
.
Suite 242
•••
4

tAl
.
1".4 ..;
07 " """f"r"."!""--"mr-veb
•

1.
1

Phone
615-297-9548
•

41- -

BABY
BED
WITH
mattress, 2 piece living
room suite, brown 1 gold
platform
rocker,
hassock to match, nylon
rug 12 X 15. Call 7537943.

SECRETARY TO do
bookkeeping. Should be
accurate in business
letters, personable, etc.
Apply in person only to
Factory Outlet, Bel-Air
Center from 9 to 5
, Saturday & Monday.

FOR SALE: One (1
twenty-five ton tandum
axle Phelan lowboy.
Good condition; Phone
day 901 885-0551 nite 901
885-9764.

EXPERIENCED COOK
at Fern Terrace. Full
time. Hours 11 a.m.-7
p.m. Apply in person,,
only,.9 a.m.-5 p.m.
HOUSEKEEPER needed
for mornings or two full
days per week. Call 7537160.
WANTED PART TIME
janitor, 11
/
2 hours.a day,
5 days week. Atibly in
Mrson, Senior eittalKis
Office, 203 South 5th. No
phone calls please.
OPPORTUNITY in sales
and management with
• realfuturefbr ambitious
people. Could be part
time. Call 759-1370.

NOTICE

AUGH1

DRESSER- WITH WASH
bowl and mirror for a
beauty shop. Call 4892514.

6. Help Wanted

10. Business Opportunity
$35.00

Per- Hundred
•
5tufiing
envelopes
already stamped and
addressed. Free supplies, send self addressed stamped envelope to: ROEL 5005
Old Midlothian Pike,
Suite 64, Richmond,
Virginia 23224

12 Insurance
FARMERS ARE Saving
Money! Many area
farmers who have taken
advantage of the group
hospital insurance
through Bennett and
Associates are saving up
to $150.00 per year. Get
the facts before the
farming season starts.
Call
Bennett
and
Associates, 203 South
5th, Murray, 753-7273 or
759-1486i

14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
WHITE OAK standing
timber.
$600
for
thousand feet. Call 901642-9379.
15. Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Get your winter's wood
now. While the price is
right. $14 and up. Call
437-4228.

Polystyrene .Ce.i.ngs Can Be
Stapled Directly TO Sheetrock
Eliminating The Need For Furring
Strips

DON ENSOR prints.
Limited edition signed.
Call 435-4575.

SPINET-CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE Wanted: Responsible
party to take otter spinet
piano. Easy terms. Can
be seen locally. Write:
Credit Manager, P. 0.
ox 207, Carlyle, Ill.
2231.
M
CAR
PIONEER
STEREO, SUPERTUNERS,and speakers.
Installation available.
stereo
car
Your
specialists. Sunset
Boulevard Music,
Dixieland Center, 7530113.

18

23. Exterminating

toot
Per

FREE
Termite '
Inspection

15. Home furnishings

Certified Sy IPA
Avoid Costly Meow sepors

FOUR DINING -ROOM
matching gold brown
chairs. Newly covered.
$15 each. Call 753-5734.
COUCH, ROCKING •
chairs, foot stool, Fisher
Price garage, coffee and
end
tables
(need
refinishing). Phone 753BROYHILL double
canopy bedroom suite.
Matching dresser, bookcase, vanity. Box
springs and mattress,
includes bedspread and
canopy. Less than 1
month old. $500. Call 759-

HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows on South
16th St. Now In Stock.
Columbia
Mivrvr
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery
and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all
Needlearts. 15 per cent
Senior Citizen discount.
Also professional monogramming done by
Eva.Phone 753-3855.
19 Farm Equipment
1973 165 MF diesel
tractor. 1,000 hours, 9/
1
2
ft. wheel disc, three 16
IH plows. Rubber tires
wagon. $6,200. Call 7530302.
GRAIN BINS, Early
Order Sale. Order now
take delivery next
summer. We offer the
best bins at lowest cost.
Agri-Products, 753-3000
or 753-9920.
TRACTOR - John Deere
4430. In good shape. Call
753-7566.

CASE COMBINE 600,
excellent • condition.
Pickup hydraulic reel.
, Straw chopper. Well
maintained in dry. Call
753-3976 or 527-8193 after
5:30 p.m.

SMOKE DETECTORS, WEST KY.
GRAIN
nationally
advertised HANDLING
Equipbrand. Battery operated ment-bins,
buckets
and included. Rowland elevators, farm
fan
Refrigeration, 110 South dryers. Call
1-382-2126
12th.
at night 1-345-2437 or 1247-0558.
1962 FORD 601 tractor,
20. Sports Equipment
$1650. 1952 Ford 8 N,
$1395. Flueger remote
1973 PEN YEN 21 ft. 225
control trolling motor.
h.p. Tunnel drive.
Used 5 times. $125. Call
Equipped for lake
489-2595.
Michigan
salmon
fishing. Call 759-1184.
EXTRA LONG Early
American couch, good
14' ALUMINUM jon boat,
condition. $75. Good
trailer, lawrence fish
portable Singer sewing
locator., trolling motor,
machine with case and
new Evinrude.Call 753buttonholer, $75. Call
5440.
753-6376.
245- REMINGTON rifle
OLD BRASS CASH -, BTL. 3 x 9 scope and
register. $150. Call 436case. Like new. $200.
.2533.
,
Call 4.92-8352.:„._

A.

7

Murray Lumber Co.
104 Maple

COLEMAN GAS furnace.
50,000 BTU down flow.
Call after 5 p.m. 753- 494 CORN drill, good
, condition. Call 753-2817.
3245.
21" BLACK and white
Zenith T.V. 1964 GMC
pickup. Call 753-3177.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
Lonarda Piano Co:,
across from Post Office,
Pal* TN.

UPRIGHT PIANO. Good
condition. $100. Call 7536943.

PARTNER
or Will sell to sole
owner
with • eaperience,
service
business established
market, terms for
qualified person call
Collect Mr. Michaels
305-422-4504.

=MEI

Kelly's Termite
it Pest Control
Some meted old emoted ewe a
teen De eel eel. Mr emends wed 1.6
11

South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914

100

Roaches,Sliver Fist.
and Shrubs

ets
111

I

REPOSSESSED 25"
Magnavox color T.V.
Need
someone
to
assume small monthly
payment Call 753-7575.
ZENITH SPRING SALE.
25" color consoles from
$539.95 with trade in. All
TV's reduced. Sissons
can save you money.
Sissons- Zenith Highway
94, 19 miles West of
Murray. Call 382-2174.
Our prices are the
lowest.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1975 TWO BEDROOM
trailer and nice lot.
Central heat and air.
Near East Calloway
School. Reasonable. Call
435-2658.
1976 14 x 60 Schultz,
electric, 2 bedroom,
unfurnished,
underpinned.8 x 12 storage
building. Call after 4:30
753-7755,
LUXURY
MOBILE
home.One of a kind. 14x
20 living room. Master
bedroom 12 x 24. Bath
and half. Washer, dryer,
stove and refrigerator.
Three bedrooms, utility
room, 2 "large carpeted
porches, gas heat,
central air, all new
carpeting. Call Riviera
Cts, 753-4812.
NICE MOBILE HOME,
central heat and air.
Nice garage. Lot with
well.'200ft. off 280. Price
$7500. Call 436-2733.
3t
41971 12 x 66 1/
1
2 Kt-h-s-,
bedroom, unfurnished. r
Call 753-9570. -

4
1

IZ x 65 TWO BEDROOM,
bath and half. Call 7530148.

24 Miscellaneous
OT;i1E PANASONIC 8
track tape deck, play
back and record, $45.
One concord cassette
tape deck. -Play back
and record,$40. One 7 in:
reel to reel tape deck,
play back and record,
$25. One car stereo, FM
and 8 track tape player.
$50. Kimball organ with
built in Leslie speaker,
$400. 1964 Buick station
wagon, runs and looks
good. No rust, $175. Call
436-2391.
26. TV Radio
PRESIDENT CB base
with Turner Super mike
and antenna. $250.
Hitachi cassette tape
recorder and tapes, $75.
Call 759-4951.

1974 12 x 65, 2 bedroom.
Natural gas, excellent
buy. See at Riviera Ct.
Call 753-3280.
1971 12 x 60, three,
bedroom. Bath Ind half.
Partially furnished. Call
753-2670 after 4 p.m.
1971 LANCER MOBILE'
home, 12 X 60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, large
living room and kitchen.
Partially furnished, new
carpet. Real good
condition. Call 527-9183.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
HOUSE TRAILER for
rent, 12 x 60. Two
bedroom, partially.
furnished. Will be
available 15th of March.
Call 436-2690.

POOL MANAGER
Murray-Calloway County Parks Department
will be accepting applications for Pool Manager.
Deadline is March U. Applications may be obtained at Park's office, 10th and Payne Sts., 7537640.

Restaurant
Short Order Cook
Apply in person
J. C. Gallimore or call 492-9785.

HAVE
you a need for a 2 story, 4 bedroom home with
large living room, U-shaped kitchen den and
triple carport priced in the 30's?...After hours 753-8579.

Arare opportunity to buy this 2 bedroom frame
with living room, dining room, kitchen, plus
workshop for only $25,000...After hours, call
Glenda 753-1499.

HAPPY
you will be driving down a winding country road
southwest of Murray to find a tri level with 4
bedrooms, 2/
1
2 baths sitting on the crest of 4
Wooded acres.-.Call Helen now at 753-1492 or 7538579.

DAY
by day prices are rising. Buy this cottage in the
woods near the lake - living room with fireplace,
loft bedroom,screened porch...Only $11,000...after hours call 7534079.

fp
After Hourv
toretla lobs - 753-6079
ttetevespamm - 753-8579
• '-°"" "`"'

753-1492

r'S

1200 Sycamore

Brenda tones - 7'33-8668
Glenda Smith - 751-1499
Judy )(Amnion - 437-4444 -

A
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1975 400 HONDA. Good
shape. Low mileage.
Price 9550. Call 753-2585.

FIVE ROOM apartment
with garage. Appliances
furnished. $125 per.
month. Call 763-5447
after 5r30 p.m.
DUPLEX, ALL built-ins.
Carport., patio, carpet,
partially furnished and
private. Available April
1. 1405 Stadium View
Drive. $180. Call 7534981.

For
Rent
2 bedroom duplex
Westwood
Subdivision. Central air
and heat, dishwasher,
stove,
refrigerator,
drapes and carpet included. Washer, dryer
hookup. $175,per
th,de_pmt required.
• Call 753-4470
36 For Rent Or Lease
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
S000lles
37. Livesto
HAMPSHIRES
TWO
sow_s. farrow in two
'weeks. Five hampshire
guilts bred. Call 4742712.
38 Pets Supplies
AKC REGISTERED
blonde and black Cocker
Spaniel pups. Call 4892592.

753-3263 Anytime
BIG HOSE on the
Prairie... a great home
for a family wanting lots
of space. This hi-level
brick has 4 bedrooms,
41
/
2 baths, dining room,
family, room plus a
finished basement, 2 car
garage, approximately
5500 sq. ftAtlth1s phis.8
acres. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors today for
further information on
this mini-farm. 753-1492.

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Caster

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real EstIte

n[mi

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Available At

Qraham &. Jackson

Professional Services
With The Fnend.1) Touch"

FISHERMAN'S HIDEAWAY - CYPRESS
SPRINGS. 2 Bedroom
cottage, electric heat,
carpeted,
range,
refrigerator, air conditioner, all furniture
included. All this on
nice wooded lot for
only $5,000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

Downtown Murray

MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
Area manufacturing concern has an opening
available in its production department for a
maintenance supervisor. Prospective candidates should be knowledgeable of production,
mechanical and maintenance procedures, in addition to possessing 3 to 5 years of supervisory
exposure in an industrial Management environment. This is an excellent opportunity for
an individual to handle supervisory, machinery,
material, and quality responsibilities as they
pertain to the production and maintenance
departments.
If you are interested in becoming a part of a
fast paced, growth oriented company that offers
excellent wages and company paid fringe
benefits, please send your resume, along with
salary history to:
P.O. Box 32 C
c/o Lodger and Times
An equal opportunity employer

LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 3
bath home on private
one acre tract, 4/
1
2 miles
from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet of living
area in this home which
has extra large rooms
and large 2 car garage.
Built-in kitchen with all
appliances including
refrigerator, range,,
dishwasher, disposal
and trash compactor
staying with sale of
home. Priced well below
replacement cost - only
$45,000. Phone us today
for more information.
Kopperud Realty 7531222.

*OW
Gatesborough Home

FOR SALE

This home has everything for comfortable, convenient family living. Many outstanding features
including heat pump, large and lovely fireplace
1
2
in den, spacious 2 car garage, 3 bedrooms, 2/
baths, tastefully decorated throughout. We feel
.-this is the best home in the mid 50's on today's
market. Let us tell you more about it!

® KOPPERUD
REALTY III
753-1222

George Gallagher 753;4129 Geri Andersan 753-7932
Nang Pertfirson 4924302-Dill Itiggervd 753-1222

I

Two bedroom home.
Vinyl siding and trim
(no painting). Central
gas heat and air. Low
Low heat bills. Carpet
throughout. Built-in
(new),
dishwasher
selfwith
stove
oven,
cleaning
refrigerator, and vent
hood. Fully fenced
backyard with shade
trees. Single car
garage. Close to
hospital, churches-and
downtown. Higt3
Shown by appointment
only. 753-0788%

-.

rA

FVZ
. SALE!

all=1111111

43 Real Estate

RLALI iir4S
A REAL BUY and easy to
finance. . . This 2
bedroom brick has been
well maintained. Ineludes den, built-in'
South 12th at Sycamore
decorative bar between
-TELEPHONE 751141101
dining room and kitchen, bailt-in storage in
spring
utility room 10 x 10 GET READY for
boatA
summer.
and
workshop and only 5
the family can enjay. 33'
minutes from-town. For
Nautoline fiberglass,
private showing, Call
--Chrysler_
LORETTA
TOSS' - - sleeps •siw.
conditioned.
air
engine,
REALTORS at 753-1492.
110 volt generator.
Excellent condition._ Let
GET READY for Spring
us show you now. Owner
in this 3-bedroom brick
-sell"! Fulton
says
ranch home with central
'Young Realty 753-7333,
gas heat, central air,
Fulton Yonne ._753-4946,
- den with fireplace,
Forest Shoulders, 753attached garage, and
8071.
good west side location.
Priced Fa the mid 30's.
Let us show you this
roomy, yet cozy home.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222, for more information.

1574 AMC HORNIET, 2
door, 6 cylinder, $400.
Call 7594941 after 4 p.
m.

1975 CHEVY /
3
4 ton
Scottsdale
Suburban.
454'V.8 and more. Call
759-1184
_
1968 FORD F-100 Pickup
,truck, automatic
transmission.
Good
condition. $700. Call 7538452.
1975 VOLKSWAGEN
Scirocco. Call after 5
753-0093.

if'N PoP14,Kenion

AILTIITY
QUREA
5271468 753 9625
EXECUTIVE HOME IN
GATESBOROUGH This
home
has
everything for comfortable, convenient
family living. Many
outstanding features
including heat.,pump,
large
and
lovely
fireplace
in
den,
spacious 2 car garage, 3
bedrooms, 242 baths,
tastefully decorated
throughout. We feel this
is the best home in the
mid 50's on today's
market. Let us tell you
more about it! Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222anytime.

JOIN THE
GALLERY HONES
LICENSEE'S ONLY
A growing Real Estate
in
opening
firm
Murray, May 1, 1978.
Contact Judy Krouse,
362-4224 or nights 5278967. John Smith
REALTOR, Gallery of
Nome:.
DUE TO SALES THIS
YEAR. . The Nelson
Co.
Needs
Shroat
listings for the buyers
we have waiting. If you
want ....to sell your
property, list with the
Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center. 7591707.

rot, n

'
I m BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
"Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch-

GATESBORO
RESIDENTIAL LOT
120' wide, 200' deep on
Gatesborough Circle
City water and sewers
Priced sight to sell
(950. ACT
qiOck1yj5
N09.1„ffilW4 Majoft
Real Estate,- 106-N.

Professions services
With The Fro its

THE
FOR
PRICE OF ONE. 40' x
63' Shop, 4 large offices, paneled, carpeted. Central gas
heat and central air.
11
/
2 baths. Shop area is
equipped with electric
overhead door. 2 Acres
of land plus a 2
bedroom 1973 trailer
w1th2 toths. High 60's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th. '
BUILDING LOTS-We
have building lots.
Located in various parts
of the county. Buy now
and be ready to build
this spring. Fulton
Young Realty, 753-7333,
Forest Shoulders, 7538071.

Guy Spann Realty
"Your Key People
In Real Estate"
753 7724
901 Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath house, 1 acre land.
Good location. Call 7539318:
BY OWNER - 3
bedroom, formal dining
room, family room,
beautiful
stone,
fireplace in living room,
central heat and air, city
gas. 1800 sq. ft. Double
lot 150 x 100. Asking
937,500. Call 437-4169,
442-0494. 443-9625.
OLDER FRAME house
on large lot in Hazel.
94500. Call 492-8.352:'
BY OWNER,Two houses.
One has 3 bedroom,
dining room, double
carport and 10 x 16
utility room, family
room. Other has 3
bedrooms, living room
and kitchen- Located on
Spruce and kear Industrial Road. Call 7537524.
THREE lit,DROOM on
'South 13th Street. With 1
acre of land, garage
behind house. Call 7538541.
47 Motorcycles
1973
350
RONDA.
Speedometer.; 2.: side
mirrors, hal, rt,$600.
call,753-I52).

'1969 ROADRUNNER, red
with black vinyl top, 383
Magnum. Automatic.
Rocket mags. Call
Fairdealing,354-6514.
1976 GRAND TORINO, 4
door, extra sharp, $1800.
1971 Pinto Runabout,
low mileage, excellent
mechanical, $550. Call
753-9773.
1970 IMPALA, $ 1,000 or
best offer. Call 759-1930.
1969
CHEVROLET
pickup. Call 437-4269.

$50
"off

51 Services Offered

Offered

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.
ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and industrial, air,
tonditicaiing, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
FENCE SALES atSears
new. Call Sears 753-2310
_ for free estimates for
your needs.

s50°. oft

White's Camper Solos
111444 14 ion 4.1.. Fla leenve,
kt 74344•S

51. Services Offered
HAVING
, TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
MITCHELL
BLACKTOPpINGsealing, patching
stripping. For free
estimates call 753-1537.

PICKUP
1972 LUV
with tool box. Call 7531702 -after 7 p.m.
-1968- CHEVY. Call 4379505.

gar off

19711 Pop-Ups
Al used Campers

The only cure for Cabin Fever
is the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcratt Camper Our
special prices make this
remedy easy to take
hank financing available

1974 AUDI, 2 door,
automatic, air, AM-FM
tape deck. $2350. Call
(OU SAIP 1F •(OU CAME TC WASH
INGTON `‘IOU'l? GIVE THEM A PIECE OF 753-7699 after 6 p.m.
1976 MUSTANG. Excellent condition. Six
cylinder, • 27,000 miles.
Air condition. Four
speed. Must sell. Call
753-9906.

197$ Travel
Traitors

This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-78

1978 uedeci Ft>al.ie Sochcate

YOUR MIND. WELL,-THERE'S THE

51 Services

automatic, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 4362204.
50 Campers

BARGAIN: CAR batteries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guaran- -tee, $26-.-361. 5- year
guarantee, $30.99; 5
year
guarantee,
maintenance free,
$34.99. Wallin Hardware,Paris.

WHITE HOUSE,"
FOR SALE - Ideal
wooded building site
consisting of 3.18 acres
and located in Graves
County 9 miles Southwest., of Mayfield _at
intersection of Hwy. 45
and Bell Road. This is a
Choice piece of property
and
priced
very
reasonably at ;5500, and
owner will finance.
PhonelCopperud Realty,.
753-1222 for more information.

LOOKING FOR that
special lot to ..build on
Murray, Konynticy
this.. spring? Look no
753-4451
further 'Located in
lovely
Canterbury'
Estates we have an ideal PLEASE
DON'T
lot for a split level. Take
SQUEEZE THE. .. kids
a look at this lot located
into cramped quarters._
at 1514 Oxford Drive
Ideally arranged to
then call Linda Drake,
provide privacy for your
753-0492 or come by our
large family. Large
office for _ further
living room, family details. "Be ready to
room, walk -out
build this spring. John
basement with private
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
patio. 4 bedrooms, 2
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
baths, 12 closets an'd
753-7531.
conmany
other
veineces. Call
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492,
Waldrop Realty
for an appointinent to
In Business
see this quality built
Since 1956'
home.
753-5646

5 SPEED

711 Alain

THE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
159-1707

&

nes row GALAXIE,

48 Automotive Service
TWO L50 15 Tires on U.S.
slotted aluminum mag,s,
855. Call 436-2635.

WILSON

to salve yaw real
estate needs fir ow 25
years. If you ire. Isayof or•
seller end we wen be of service to you, plows* call.
/
2
Attractive 4 bedroom, 11
bath kick veneer loaned oa
Portions. Priced at $33,000
includes range, ref, dishwasher well landscaped with I
X 22 patio

49 Used

47 Motorcycles

43 Real Estate
REGISTERED American
MOBILE HOMES and
Eskimo Spitz, puppies.
mobile home spaces for
HAVE PROPERTY.
Call -554-2153, Paducah.
rent, at Riviera Courts.
TO SELL? If you've
Call 753-320.
. been thinking of selling,
Ake REGISTERED
MOBILE HOME spaces
why not give us a call?
Shepherd
German
for families. Coach
YOu'll receive friendly,
puppies. Solid white and
Estates
and
courteous service and
Fox
solid black. Call 554Meadows, South 16th,
professional -advice
2153, Paducah.
76373856.
from our five full-time
43 Real Estate
sales representatives.
31 Want To Rent
We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
WOULD LIKE TO rent 2 or 3 bedroom house. Call
real estate so let us
7534942.
match a buyer to your
property-. - rhone
WANT PARTIALLY
KOPPERUD REALTY,
furnished one bedroom
753-1222 anytime. We
apartment. Reasonable.
mike buying and selling
Preferably in city
real
estate easy for you!
The Mho. lamormece end
limits. Call 753-3692 as*
Is Estate Agway loc., has
for Mike Farris.
helped
32. Apirtments For Rent

iultz,
)O m,
unirage
4:3p

X3P3E lajED

MIMAIL.

FOR INSULATION
needs. Call Jackson
Purchase Insulation,
759-1820.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears Continuous. gutters installed per your
Call
specifications.
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

KIRBY - New, rebuilt
starting at $45.00.
Complete Service. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-3316.

ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
years
experience.
MOBILE HOME ANLicensed through Health
CHORS, underpinning,
Deyartment. Call :Rex
awnings, -earports-ancL---earnp-53=5933.
ropfs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
WATCH AND CLOCK
repairing:- Alt- work- ..
guaranteed: 108•Riviera Ct.. Call 759-1231.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. No job,
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

"DUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
liepartment.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 753'9290.

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route, 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026„

BABYSITTING young
'children in my home
Monday-Friday 6:30
a.m.-5 p.m. Hourly,
daily or weekly. Experienced. Call 753-5672.
GENERAL ROME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.
INCOME-- TAX SERVICE: -We search for
every legal deduction
and credit due you."
John PaSep, 753-5791,
1650 Ryan Avenue, 9-5,
Also available for
-special appointmenLs.
WILL HAUL driveway
white rock, lime, sand,
decorative rock. Also
free estimates
parking lot or driveway.
Call Roger Hudson, 7534545 or 753-6763.
WILL DORABYSmING
in my home. Call 7530684.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry Wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2663,
Ralph Worley.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic,tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
54 Free Column
THREE SMALL 1 year
old dogs. Mile. black
with white and tan
markings. Will make
nice house pets. Call 7537843.
IRISH SETTER and Lab
puppies. Call 753-8452,
after5 p.m.
FREE BEAUTIFUL
young adult male part
Collie. Black and -white.
Friendly, gentle, will
make an ideal pet.' Call
492-8365 or'492-8183.

ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.

Call 753-3744 days
or 753-7618 nights

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

\

°MAEDA YS
Mon -Wed. 8-1
*House
0Hospital
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS
Calls
Calls
Fri. 1St 8-230
'Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut Street.

1

TRINA'S
ACTION WEAR

Southside Shopping Center
I I
759-4966
Action wear for exercising and
Yoga classes.
Conditioning Suits

Call this number after 5:0.0 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685
and night appointments.

Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

%W
oo

Taber's Body Shop
24 Hour Wrecker Service

Fire

753-6177

753-3134

753-1441

PRINTING

Winchester Services

753-5397
102 North 4th Street
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Outurs
Refinishtng4i
Custom Built Furniture

502-492-8837
Hwy.641
6 Tiles South
Jerry Me•-tnyt°wafer
irOsigrataaa, a t

1301 Chestnut-Murray,Ky.

Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
24 Hour Service
7 Days A Week

Phone
753-5351
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

Free
inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
too S. 13th St.
Murray, Ky.

753-3914
Poison
Control
Center

753-7588
4

753-6952

Police
753-1621

Carrier

o

Quality Service
Company r'
L, Si
Modern Sheet Metal
8, Service Departments,

753-9290

Hinman's'
Rentals
Hous•, $w áw

We, skip er

pone, end concrete

tools sad

etc

763-5703
802 N. 18th Street
--
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Carroll Signs Measure Allowing Full
Benefits For Teachers After 30 Years

Blown Tire
Forces Jet
Down Sunday

Funerals

Mrs. Owens Dies At
Hospital; Funeral

FRAN/WORT,
—
Public school teachers in
Kentucky, starting July 1, can
retire with full benefits after
30 years of teaching, regardless of age, under provisions
of a bill signed into law last
week by Gov. Julian Carroll.
Currently, teachers can
retire after 30 years'service if
they are at least 56. The
change was made by Senate
Bill 104.
The new law will cost the
state teachers' retirement
fund up to .$32,000 a year,
according to a staff estimate.
Bills signed by the governor
will become law 90 days after
the Legislature adjourns
Saturday, unless another
effective date is ipecifictl.
carrying • an
Bills
"emergency" clause become

_ MEMPHIS,Tenn.( AP) — A
Delta Airlines DC-9 with 89
persons aboard landed safely
The funeral for Mrs. Della
Memphis International
at
Two,
Owens of Route
with at least one blown
Airport
Buchanan, Tn., widow 9,f
tire, airlines otticials said. _
held
was
Owens,
Rayinond
The 83 passengers and six
Saturday at two p. m. at
crew aboard flight 630 left the
Ridgeway'
of
Chapel
I.eDon
by regular stairways
Morticians, Paris, Tn., with plane
after the landing Sunday and
the Rev. Malcolm Norton
were takenjiy cars to the
officiating.
as airport where they wert
Grandsons. served
rerouted on other flights.
pallbearers and burial was in
There were no injuries.
the Jones Chapel Cemetery.
W.W. Wright, district
died
84,
age
Mrs. Owens,
director for Delta,
marketing
Thursday at the Henry County
said the pilot, Capt. Earl
Tn.
Paris,
Hospital,
General
Meech, made a routine takeoff
PIGGY ON THE PUMP — A pig at Chicago's Michael Reese Hospital has its blood
Born_reb_ 16„. 1894_, in TenforPaducah,Ky.,aboct2pP
daughter'
going through its *Series by an external pump. The artificial circulation
supply
the
was
she
nessee,
and thought he had blown a
bypasses the pig's heart, which beats but does no work
of the late Jim and Elizabeth
tire on takeoff.
Lashlee Rice. She and Mr;
He circled the airport' for
•
19,
March
Owens married
10 minutes before
about
and he died May 31, 1973.
deciding to land, Wright said.
the
of
member
She was a
A tire did blow on landing,
Jones Chapel Baptist Church.
but Meech kept the plane on
three
Federal marshals, who continue bargaining in some
include
Survivors
By The Associated Press._
employs 570 United Mine
the runway, Wright said.
began serving the back-to- form today, although no
whistles
daughters, Mrs. Audrey
_work
employees.
Midnight
Workers
"We _think it was caused by
Harris, Buchana, Tn., Mrs.
UMW locals which had been work orders- on ,UMW locals meetings were immediately
braking blew at many of the nation's
overheated
an
Falls,
mines
with the Taft-Hartley , and coal ,operators Saturday, scheduled.
served
most
Patricia Dyer, great
but
today
pits
coal
system, and there was some
UMW President Arnctill
striking
as
were told to report faced a 4:30 p.m. EST
empty
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